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Absmct 

This study explored the relations among stressors, resowces, and disne~s in Apac 

district, a rural area of Uganâa. The theoretical fiamwodc of this study was based on 

Warheit's (1986) mode1 of stress. Briefiy, Warheit's mmod posiu that psychologid 

distress is a fiuiction of the stressors that an placed on an mdividual in relation to hisher 

various cophg resou~ices. A socio-demographic questionnaire (SDQ) wsr designed to 

measure stressors and mources relevant to rurai Ugandan culture and that have been 

shown to be good pedictors of psychologicai distress. The SDQ included stressors nhted 

to physical health, AIDS, war, fanning. and relationships. Resomes included SES. marital 

status, social support. and community resowces. Symptoms of psychologicai distress were 

measunxi by the SeKRepoa Questionnaire (SRQ-20) and the General Health 

Questionnaire (GHQ-12). two psychiaaic xreening instruments that have been utilized in 

a wide range of cultures. Two hundred and three ad&, nom seventeen communities 

were sampled. Data was analyzed using analyses of variance, and conelation coefficients. 

As expected, stressors were positively conelated with distress and resources wen 

negatively conelated with distress (but oniy for mamieci, and not unniarried respondents). 

in addition, women reported more sympoms of distress than did men, and unman?ed 

respondents reportecl more sympoms of distress than did married respondents. 



Introduction 

niis f b t  goai of this smdy was to develop measures that could assess stressors, 

tesources, and symptoms of psychological disness in niml nonhem Uganda. Canadian 

Physician's Aid and Relid [CPAR], a health and envimumental non-governmental 

organization working with rurai communities in Ugmda, nquind a valid and diable 

instrument to measure psychoIopical di- within the context of their HIV/AIDS 

counselling programme. An important cornpaient of thir research was, therefore. to 

determine whether the 20-item Self Report Questionnaire (SRQ-20) could be adapted to 

assess psychosocial distress in nual nonhem Uganda in order to meet B A R ' S  needs. It is 

important to note that the Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE) fiinded 

this study and tbat the study was made possible only because of B A R ' S  sponsorship and 

on-field logistical assistance. 

The second objective of th& study w& to explore the relation among stressors, 

social resources, and symptoms of distress in Apac district, a rural area of Ugan&. Firstly, 

the theoretical framework, based on Warheit's (1 986) model of stress, is discussed. 

Briefly. Warheit's model posits that when a person is faced with a given sassor that 

ovenivhelms his or her resources, that person wiii experience psychologicai symptoms of 

distress. Secondly, the d e  of stressors and resowces in relation to distress is discussed 

theoreticaiiy. Thirdly. stressors, resources and symptoms of psycholopicai distress that 

wexe assesseci in the Ugandan context an examined. Measutment, procedural. and 

sampling issues within a Ugandan context are then addressed. Lastly, results of the study 

are presented and discussed 



Theoreticai Mode1 

The temi 'stress1 bas ben used in ttine major ways: to nefer to a stimulus. a 

reaction. and a pmcess. For the pupose of thû study, the tem 'stressof wül refer to a 

stimulus. 'mess' udl refer to an altered state of an organism which OCCUIS when demands 

exceed an individu& capacity to respaid (Warhet, 1986), and 'distress' will refer to an 

outcome of suess (KasI, 1990) that is expiessed in temis of observable symptoms. 

The theoretical framewoik of this study is based on Warheit's mode1 of stress 

(1986). Warheitls mode1 postuiates that saessors arise h m  the following sources: "(1) the 

individuais's biological constitutio~ (2) the individual's psychological characteristics: (3) 

the culture; (4) the social structure (icluâing interpersonal relationships); and (5) the 

geophysical environment" (Warheit. 1986, p.199). Therefore. stressors encompass specifc 

events commoniy associateci with the stress and crisis litenuun, such as the death of a 

child, loss of employment, or a serious physicai illness; events arising h m  the 

sociocuitural environment such as nuclear accidents or plongeci economic recession; 

events whose origins are in the social realm such as civil disorder; or evems in the 

geographical enviionment such as earthquakes. 

The degree of stress experiencsd is presumed to be a function of the number. 

frequency, imensity, and duration of the demands placed on the individual in relation to his 

or her various coping resources. Resources avaiiabïe to individuais as they attempt to meet 

the demands placed on thern by iüe events include the individual's unique biologicai and 

psychological constitutions, social and economic resources, familial and other 

interpersonal relationships. and the secondary organizations provideci by society and 



community. This mode1 was used as a fhmework within which the relations between 

suessors, mornes, and sympoms of distress in a d area of Uganda were snidied. 

srrwas 

Reseach on "~ommon~~ stressfU1 events (okn refered to as Me-events) has been 

criticized as tautologiica. Stressors are often defineci as events wtuch praduce a stress 

response and are s e m  as negative because they are associatecl with unwanted 

consequences (Solomon & Maser, 1990). Similady, in traumatic stnss re~earch, an event 

is defined as a traumatic stressor because its consequences are traumatic. Consequently, 

there is little agreement about which terrns are most accurate as weii as which events are 

appropriate for snidy within the field of stress rewmh (Green, 1990). 

In order to identify events that constitute stressors, rnany mearchers have 

attempted to create dimensions dong which stressor-events could be described (Green, 

1990). The posential value of a stressor taxonomy is multifonn. Concepuai distinctions 

among stressors may improve researchets' understanding of the cause-effect relation 

between stressors and symptoms (Kasl, 1990). A taxonomy would also p v i &  

nsearchers with a more consistent information base about which aspects of events put 

people most at N k  for shozt-and long-temi psychoIopical problems and symptoms (Green, 

1990). Understanding the factors that differentiate stressors and knowing how these 

factors behave both independently and together, would aiïow researchers to better pdict 

the psychologid consequences of stressors. Research that can identify aspects of 

stressor-events ihat put individuals at highest risk for distress is essential for planning 

effective intervention (Solomon & Maser, 1990). Nonetheless, concephial distinctions are 



not helphil if they prevent an understanding of the commonality in causesffect 

rektionships anoss dinerent mesor-events (Kas1.1990). Fiillthermofe, Bl(1990) 

argues that because the= h stül a lack of defuitive consensus on the conceptuakation 

and measurement of stress, ït is premature to address the next-level issue, namely the 

useNness of distinctions among classes of stressors. 

Wheaton (1994) has developed a three dimensional ~Iassification system of 

stressors which includes an acute-chronic dimension, a micro-macm dimension, and a 

seriousness dimension (Wheaton, 1994). The acute-chronic dimension often refers to the 

duration of the stressor, in the sense that the event that initiates the stress pmess may be 

short-lived or persistent (Baum et al., 1990). However, as chronic stressors are often the 

source of acute We-events the intemlationship of these two sources of stress is 

compücated to unmgle (for example, discrimination, a chronic stressor, may be the 

source of losing one's job. an acute stressor) (McLean & Link, 1994). Furthemore. Baum 

et al. (1990) argue that saessors are not single. short events but rather consteiiations of 

major events and subsidiary events that foliow. Whether these other aspects of a st~ssful 

situation - these secondary events foliowing a major stressor- are part of the saessor or 

should be considend seperately is not clear. 

Wheaton (1994). however. argues that the distinctions between chronic stresson 

and lire-events involve clifferences in the ways in which chrwiic stressors develop. exist. 

and end. In this case, the tenn chronic has been applied las to designate a thne course 

than to designate the fact that this subclass of st~ssors will have a typical time course vcry 



unüke that of an event. Chronic stresson are continuous in an approximate sense. standing 

for problems and issues that are either so xeguiar in the enactment of daily roles and 

activities or so defined by the nature of M y  d e  enactments of activities that they behave 

as if they are contimious for the individual (e.g. discrimination. pverty, chmnie 

unemployment) (wbeaton, 1994). McLean & Link (1994) conceptuaiize chronic stressors 

as falling into four broad anas: (a) persistent iXe difticulties or chronically striessfiil 

situations that can be considered as corollanes of life events. such as a chronic disab'ility or 

iuness; (b) role strain, including the suain within specific mles as weii as the strain of 

holding multiple de s ,  such as being a parent and working full-time outside the home (c) 

chronic strain that derives h m  societal responses to characteristics of a person that 

include him or her as pan of class of persons. such as racism or sexism. (d) chronic 

community-wi& saains that rnay oprate at an ecological level. such as the chronic strain 

of resiâence in a high crime area or nsidence near an environmental threat. 

The micro-macm dimension refers to the unit of analysis at which the stressor 

occun (Wheaton. 1994). There are. for example, stressors that occur at the macm or 

social system level and almost by nature cannot be considered features of daüy Me at the 

interpersonal level (e.g. unemployment mte. divorce rate. infant deaths. hi@ school drop 

out rate. disasters). The micro dimension refers to a stressor that occurs at the level of an 

individual. As a gmup these saessois contain bot .  event and chronic concems. 

The dimension of seriousness refen to the order of magnitude of the stressor. 

Wheaton (1994) argues that the only auly distinguishing f e a m  of a traumatic stressor is 

its level of seriousness. which is regardecl to be of a higher order of magnitude than that of 

5 



a Me-event. Other researchers, however, have prnduced a tentative list of important 

dimensions and characteristics of traumatic stressors (e.g. Green ,1990). These inciude 

and conm>îiab'ity (Kasl. 1990). There is now straig evidence that sudéen, negative, 

unexpected, and urronmllable events are more likely to pndict iilness than events that 

are positive, expeaed, graduai in onsa, or under personal conml (Taylor, 1986). ûther 

dimensions have also been pposed but have been criticized for behg cornplex and 

muitidimensional. Wcuit to scaïe and to explain concepuaüy or to analyse (Kas1,1990). 

Such dimensions include severity of threat to Me, or dueat of injury (to self or to 

important others), receipt of intentional injury or hann, witnessing grotesque or urmanual 

injuries, mutilations or deaths, violenVsudden loss of a loved one, witnessing or leaming of 

violence to a loved one, leaming exposure to a noxious agent, causing death or severe 

harm to another. desmction of home or pperty and los of personal belongings, and 

dûruption in one's Me and of communityls life ancluding aspects of upooting, such as 

evacuation) (Green. 1990; Kasl, 1990). Kas1 (1990) argues that this List of dimensions is 

undoubtedly incomplete and that the measurement chalienges npresented by those 

&mensions are formidable. n i e  list of dimensions reveals an absence of sharp 

discontinuities between the study of traumatic sassors  and the familiar stressful life 

events. In fact, Kas1 (1990) ~ jec ts  the notion of trauma as a domain seperate f i ~ m  that of 

general smss research. He views traumatic saesson as continuous to stressfil Me-events. 

Despite thousands of studies on the nelation between saessors and the onset of 

illness. conmversy remains about the importance of the fmdings (McLean & Link, 1994). 



Correlation coefficients between He-events measUres and illness are typically quite low. 

h o v e ~ g  afounl.12 (McLean & Link. 1994). There has even been cnticism of the 

interpretability of these modest associations as causes of psychopathoIogy rather than 

consequences. Many items in the most commanly used measmes of life events in 

indusaialized aunuies were rated by clinical psychologisa as more lürely to be 

psychological sympmms dian muisurrs of environmental circumstances (McLean and 

LW, 1994). Such limitations. however, are inherent to conelational designs and cannot be 

avoidad unless a longitudiaal study is conducteci. 

The inconsistemy in findings may also be partiy explained by the limited 

population frwi which stressors are sampled. The content areas covered in üfe-event 

inventories have often been criticized for leaving out socially controversial events (e.g. 

abonion, inudelity). and emphasizing the events of young adulthood, thmby leaving out 

events associated with other periods in the lifé cycle. Furthemore!, most Me-event 

checklists undenepresent or omit events that are more cornmon to women, to ethnic 

groups. or to the lower social class (McLean and Link, 1994). Using such restricted lists 

of events may lead investigators to miss important variations in the impact of ment life 

expenences across different social or ethnic groups or between men and women. nK 

omission of important events may also lead to lower comlations between life events and 

illness. 

Furthemore, many Me-event checklists include both positive and negative life- 

events. In her review of the literaaue of üfe events and their psychological coilsequences, 

Thoits (1983) fowd that aJl but three of the 20 saidies indicated that paychological 



disturbance was more highiy cornlated with total undesirable change than with total 

amount of change. Thoits (1983). therefore. concludcd tbat undesirabüity is a crucial 

dimension of events. implicated in the etiology cf psychological disturbance. Nonetheless. 

few studies have adequately assesed the possible Mering effit of positive life events. 

Most shidies of We-evenn =stria thek scop to those events that happen to the 

respondait because these clearly have an impact on one's mental well-king. However. 

there is evidence that events that occur to other people in a respon&ntVs close social 

network (e.g., a close fiiend or aimily member) may be panicularly important for women 

and may @y aceount for their higher levels of depression. Women seem to be affected 

emoiionalîy not only by the weilbeing of their immediate family but also by the lives of 

those to whom they may be less intimately relateci. Men by cornparison are less affected 

emotionally by events occuring to people outside their immediate famiy (Wethington et 

ai.. 1987). McLean and L i  (1994). therefore. suggest that network events be include in 

the measuement of stressors. 

Evidence regarding the relation between the onset of distress and the time at 

which stressors occur is inconsistent. nie= is evidence supponing the proposition that 

many events exen their strongest effécts only h m  a few weeks to a few months after they 

occur. McLean & Kessler (1990). for exampl. report evidence that events have a 

simcant impact on acute onset of clinical disorders for no more than 12 months. 

Unfomnately. it is unclear as to whether the onset of disass is different depending on the 

dimension of the stnssor (e.g.. acute vs chronic). 

McLean & Link (1994) suggest that the perception of the penistence of stressors 



may be an independent predictor of outcome. and that the appraisai of thmit or demand 

associated with the stressor may be Mef. contir~uous, or priodic. Kas1 (lm), however. 

takes issue with the notion that subjective appraisai of an event can in itseif be a 

meaningful predictor of psychologicai outcome. He suggesto that researchers commit 

thernselves to the strategy of measuring dimensions of expom in "objective1' te= &e.. 

not involving an individual's cognitive and ernotid pcocessmg) rather than subjextive 

perceptions of expure  and subjective reactions to exposure. The nason for objective 

measurement of exposure is to avoid confounding retrospeaive accounts of exposure with 

outcomes at the time of the interview (e.g. levels of distress). Therefore, the minimum 

requirement is that there be an objective measurement of the most global distinction, that 

is, exposed vernis not expose& and that researchers demonstrate group ciifferences in 

outcome (Kasl, 1990). Once this requirement has been met, it then becornes possible to 

include a varïety of measures: objective measuns of exposure; additional objective 

characteristics of tk situation and of the individuals expose& so that subtypes of exposure 

can be generated; objective characteristics of individuais that may be moderator variables; 

evaluations and appraisals of exposure; a&nive reactions to exposure, etc. Additionai 

measwes may add to the explained variance in outcome, however such variables should be 

linked to outcome only arnong the exposed. 

Simüarly, Hobfoii (1989) argues that an objective view of stressors is needed to 

detemillie the difference between the acaial stressors and the symptoms. Hobfoii (1989). 

however, proposes that a taxonomy would pvide rrsearchers with an environmental or 

objective view of stnssoxs, as opposed to a subjective view based uniquely on individuals' 



perceptions. Thus, 'By creating a taxonomy of saessfid events we set an anchor point by 

which the ciifferences in how people xwct can be compiued and tbrough which the nature 

of the events themselves can be m e r  categorizedfl (Habfoll, 1989, p.514). If the 

stressful stimulus is a known, categorized entity, understanding how people respaid to the 

stimulus wili enable us to anchor the perceptive component. 

Resources 

Not ali pople who face undesirable events or ongoing m~ulties experience 

psychological distress (Munroe & McQuaid, 1994; Thoits, 1983). Psychological distress 

rnay, therefore, depend upon the joint occurrence or interaction of stressors and buffering 

factors (Thoits, 1983). BufZering Eactors are aspcts about the individual or the individual's 

social world that rnay decrease or mitigate the lkeühood of problems in the face of a 

stressor. The opposite of buffe~g  factors an! vulnerability factors. The presence of 

vulnerability factors may increase the ükelihood of problems in the face of a stressor 

(Muntoe & McQuaid, 1994). 

Psycho-social resourca may act as vulnerability or butTering factors moits, 

1983). These resouras typicaliy are subdivided into coping strategies thought to be 

efficacious, sacial support availability. sociwconomic statu, and demographic variables 

such as marital status. Many vulnerability factors, however, can be c o n f o u n ~  with 

stressors. Divorce, death of spouse, or best aiend moving. for example, can be 

characterizai both as stmsors and as a change in social support (Muma & McQuaid, 

1994). 



In a review of the disaster fiterature. Gibbs (1989) reports that several studies of 

disasters suggest that women are more seriously affectecl by disasters than are men. 

Simüarly, the impact of Me e v m  on emotional distress bas been found to be signincantly 

greater for women than for men even though there an no gender Merences in the 

number of iife events experienced (Ensel, 1986; Wethington et ai., 1987). This general 

finding, however, may not be Miversaily applicable to dl üfe events. It may in fact be the 

case that women and men are signiticantly affected by dBerent types of Me events. It is 

also possible that men and women an sipnincantly. but differently. affecteci by the same 

kinds of stressors. 

Various expianations exist for genâer ciifferences in distress. Women's social roles 

are generally thought to be more stress provoking and less hiifiiUing than the d e s  

occupied by men (Wethington et ai.. 1986). It is possible that in the context of disasten. 

women's social roles may place especially burdensome social &rnands ai women as 

compareci to men (Gibbs. 1989). DHerences may also be a function of differenitial use of 

social suppm. It is now widely documented that the psychological impact of network 

events is significantly greater among women than men (Wethington et al.. 1987). mers 

have suggested that women's sociaiization experiences produce suscepiility to 

depression through the leaming of a 'lielpless" style in copiag with stressors (Gibbs. 1989; 

Wethington et al., 1986). Methodological biases may aiso explain fmdings of sa- 

ciBeremes in psychological distress. In a review of disaster rewmht rates of 

psychopathoIogy were found to be @valent between men and women when diagnoses of 

drug and alcohol abuse as weil as d e r  diagnoses such as depression or anxiety disorders 



were included (Gibbs, 1989). 

Fmdings regardhg the role that marital status pkys in the Me-event distress 

relation are less definitive than those regarding gender dinerences in distress. Generally 

speaking, na-marrieci individuais bave higher mtes of depression than do rnarried 

individuals. When faced with stressors such as economic hardship and social isolation. 

nonrnamed individuais are more likely to be depnssed than those who are marriecl -1, 

1986). Marital status. however, 5s often used as an indiuitor of social support. Ensel's 

(1986) fmduigs indicate that married individuais who have experienced recent Me-events 

and who report low sociai support are more than twice as depresseci as those who have 

experienced lifeevents and report high social support or those who have not experienced 

any lifeevents and report high social support. Ensel. thenfore,. concludes that it is 

incorrect to assume that maritai status is always a source of social support. 

Mcleod & Kessler (1990. p.162) report that "one of the most consistently 

documented associations in psychiatrie epidemiology is the association between 

socioeconomic status and psychologicai âistress." Early reseaxh in this area focused on 

the hypothesis tbt geater exposwe to suessful iife experiences accounts for the high 

rates of distress among low-stanis groups. Empirical evidence. however, failed to support 

ihis hypothesis (McLRod & Kessler, 1990). Research has now tumed to the study of 

differential Milnerability. The ttieory of differential vuinerab'üty posits that membm of 

lower-status groups are disadvantaged not only in their Wrelihood of experiencing events 

but also in the resources they have available to cope with those events. Aithough empirical 



evidence clearly supports thk hypothesis, linle is known about the specifc nature of the 

Vulnerabiiiry (McLeod & Kessler, 1990). 

In this study, sofiai support wîit be defined as the "perceived or m a l  instrumental 

andot expressive pvisions suppiied by the community, social networks and confidùig 

partners" (Lin. 1986. p.18 ). This &finition recognizes that both perceived and acaial 

support are important to the individuaL 

The most general layer of social support consists of reiationships with the mer 

community and reflects a sense of belongingness in the larger social smicniie. Among the 

t h e  layers, this is the layer that has the least effect on the individual's weil-being. A layer 

closer to the individual consists of the social networks rhiough which he or she has direct 

and indirect access to a rehtively large number of individuals. These relationships p i d e  

a sense of bonding and should have a smnger efkct on the person's weil-king than 

community relations- nie innemost layer consists of relations among confiding parniers. 

He= the dationship tends to be binding in the smse that reciprocai and mutual exchanges 

are expected and nsponsibility for one anothefs weli-king is undentood and shared by 

the pamers. Tbis layer is the most siwcantly reiated to the individual's weil being. 

The insrnimental dimension of the definition involves the use of the reiationship as 

a means to achieve a goal (e.g. geaiag a lm. fmding someone to babysit). The expressive 

dimension involves the use of the reiationship as an end as weU as a mean. It is the activity 

of sharing sentiments, ventilating fnistrations, reaching understanding on issues and 

poblems. and afnmimg one's own as well as the other's sense of woxth and dignity. 



There is now considerable evidence Iinking social support with psychological 

distress generaiiy and suggesthg that level of support may be pariicularly relevant for 

depression m e r .  1983). Pearlin et ai. (198 1, in Tumer, 1983) suggest that social 

support can d u c e  chronic stressors that may occur following a life event and prevent the 

Ioss of self-esteem and sense of mastery that chronic saessors and life events may 

produce. Impücit in the view of social supprt is the idea mat faling loved and cared 

about enhances the individual's own ~e~efficacy. realistic appraisal of threat, and coping 

repeROry (Sarason et al., 1994). 

In an ovenriew of psychosocial r e m h  in traumatic stress, Gibbs (1989) reports 

that about 25% of individuals who are exposeci to an extreme stressor (e.g.. rape, seeing 

others Wed or badly injured, war exmence) go on to develop full blown Post Traumatic 

Stress Disorder (PTSD) syndrome. ûther disorciers that are commonly reponed outcornes 

of traumatic stressors include d e t y  diagnoses, depression, somatization, and substance 

abuse (Gibbs, 1989; Green, 1994). There are, however, important gender differences in 

the types of stress-related disorden experienced: alcohol abuse/dependence is more 

prevalent among men, whereas major depression, agoraphobia. simple phobia, dysthymia, 

somatintion disorder, and panic disorder are significantly higher for women (Cleaxy. 

1986). 

Responses to stressors have been explained both by cognitive and emotion-based 

models. Wilson & Raphaei (1993). for example, discuss nsponses to traumatic events in 

terms of piocessing new information that is incongruent with preexisting inner mental 



models. According to this cognitive model, the first processing of the news of a stressful 

event involves a rapid appraisal of how ben to cape with it. At this the,  a low level of 

inbibitory regdation leads to the excitation of emotional systerns and to the behaviors 

associateci with emotional out- nie amount of information quired to change cognitive 

models is usuaiiy so great that complete proeessing and integration are impossible in a 

short tirne. uihibüing regdatory efforts are hter initiated so that the stressful information 

can be gradually assimüated. Excessively hi@ inhiibitory conads may interrupt the 

assimilation and accomodation process. A high level of conml lads to the denial and 

numbing phase of a stress-nsponse whereas faims of conaol lead either to a 

continuation of outcry or to an inmisive state (e-g., flashback, n i g h m ) .  

Emotion-based models suggest üiat stressors such as undesirable Me-events rnay 

have psychological impact b u s e  they cause individwls to view themselves negatively 

(Thoits, 1983). Thoits (1983) argues that the maintenance and enhancement of seIf-regard 

is asswned either explicitly or implicitly to be a fundamental human need and to have 

important implications for one's psychological state. Stressors and their persistent 

undesirable consequences may decrease self-regard by decreasing a person's sense of 

mastery or control over Me. The loss of valued roles or inadquate performance in 

remaining d e s  may lower the value of individu& in their own and others' eyes. Dismss 

may, the-. be the result of tbe meanings people attach to or the cognitive 

interpretations people make of events and Mit aftenaaths with respect to the self. 

Lowered selfesteem and loss of sense of contml may generate the symptoms of anxiety 

and depression typicaiîy capuRd on psychological distnss scales. E f h m  to regain self- 



regard by sevenly threatened individuais may result in unacceptable pathological 

behaviours or the deviant exnotional and thought patterns of the more serious 

psychological disorder. 

ug- 

Uganda has a population estimateci to be over 18 million and is one of the Ieast 

urbmhd countries in M c a  with over 9040 of the population living in nnal areas (United 

States Agency for Intemationai Development CUSAID], 1994). Baseline data of a swey 

conducted in Apac district (Whitby, 1993) estimates the popuIation of Apac at 454,721. 

The proportion of the population un&r age 25 is 62.5%. and the proportion of those aged 

under 15 is 43.3%. Lango society in Apac is bah patriiineal and patriarchal. Inheritance 

flows mainiy fiom hthers to sons, although women occasiody inherit resomes from 

their father. The oficial head of the famiiy is the man, and the miin unit of production and 

residence is the nuclear famiiy. Approximately 6.7% of mafziages are polygamous. In 

general, different wives. marrieci sans and elderly parents comprise separate households. 

Newly manieci young men and their wives, however, are often included in theu parents' 

household if they still depend on them for suppofl. The average household surveyed 

comprises 6.19 members. Fernale-headed housdiolds in the swrey comprise 13.4% of the 

iotai. Among household members surveyeû, the average educational attainment of men is 

4.38 yuus, whereas for women it is 2.44 years. For the purpose of aiis study, households 

weie dehed as a group of individuah fitting the foliowing criteria (Canadian Physicians 

for Aid and Relief [CPAR]. 1993): cook together. eat together. cultivate land in common. 



and store food in common. 

In Ugank famiing is labour intensive with 6û%0-804& of the labour for food and 

cash crops for household consumption and local markets provideci by women flop0\1ZiS. 

1994). The division of labour in agricuhuR is task specinc. In general, men are responsible 

for clearing the land. Both men and women p r e p  the soi1 for planting. Women are 

responsible for planthg crops. tending to them until they manue. harvesting. and storing 

them. Men are involveci in the sale of cash mps. and sometime in the sale of food crops 

whereas women seIl food suiplus locally. Decisions about which mps to plant and how 

much to sel1 are taken by men and women Pintly. 

Stressors 

Few shidies have looked at the relation between life events and psycholo@cal 

distress in Afnca. Those that have examuled the relation report that life events do 

conelate with psychologid distress. Tafari et al (1991) measured life-events using 

Holme's and Rahe's Social Readjustment Scale (1967). with some modifications on a 

sample of nval Ethiopians. Certain h c i a l  events such as mortgages were excluded, 

whereas events such as changes in the amount of water and food avaiiable were added 

Because the readjustment values assigneci to each Me change in the original sale had not 

been validated in Ethiopia, the authors used the number of Me changes experieIIced in the 

pst year as the respondentk stress scon. Out of a total of 12 events. the authors found 

that 195% of the sample had a stress score of 6 and above, and that these s m s  scores 

were highiy related to scores on the Self Report Questionnaire (SRQ) (Harding et al.. 

1980) (the odds of having high stress was 2.71 times pater among neurotics than among 



normais). Unfortunately. the authon do not report what specific me-events were most 

highly comlated with disaesS. 

Myarnbo (1990) also utiiized HoWs and Rahels (1967) 48-item Scaie on a niral 

population in Zimbabwe. The author added an additional eight items to r e p ~ e ~ e n t  local life 

events relating to rurai He such as food supplies and agricultural activites. Subjects were 

asked to indicate the stress level associateci with each Me event on a scale from O (no 

stress) to 5 (maximum stress). No Mie events nceived scores in the maximal stress range 

(scores of 4 and 5). However. four health-related items. two items related to changes in 

fiancial state, and three to insufficient supplies of basic requirements such as food and 

water receiveû SCORS in the moderate stress range (scores of 2 and 3). 

Similarly, in a study of young adults in Khartoum (Sudan). Idris et ai. (1989) 

reporteci that high scores of life-events, as measured by the LEe Events Scale. were found 

to be cornlateci with hi@ scores on the SRQ @< 0.01). Vadher & Ndetei (1 98 1) 

atternpted to fmd out whether depresseci patients in an urban Kenyan setting had 

sipnincantly more He events in the tweive months before they were assessed for 

depression. The authors report that 67% of the patient group. but only 8% of the non- 

patient and community subject p p  had experienced at least one severe event. 

Separation (undesirable emotional sepmation in family members. frienâs, and love 

relationships. and in some cases family mernbers leaving home for prolongeci periods of 

tirne to look for jobs) or threatened sepration were most highIy related to depression. 

Loss events in general were the most commonly reponed events and the dinerence 

between the loss and non-loss evem and their ~lation to depression was highiy signiticant 



(X '- 25.79; df-2: pcO.00 1). 

In a study of Tunisian women (Hays & Zouari, 1995). sipificmt ciifferences were 

found between nuaï, viilage, and urban women's reports of stressors and symptoms of 

depression as measWied by the Sympom Checküst-90 (Sa-90)  @erogatis. 1977). 

Specifically. the rurai women ~ported si@cantly greater numbers of depressive 

sympoms than did either the urban or village gmup (t(42h3.47, N O 5  and t(42)-3.29, 

@.O5 respextively) and significantly higher stressor levels than the urban grwp 

(t(42t3.80, pc0.05). 

A total of 1.5 million Ugandans are now estimated to be currently living with HIV 

infection (USAID. 1994). In Loro, a sub-county of Apac district, AcquUed Immune 

Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is fkquently mentioned as a cause of death in the 16-35 age 

group (435% of deaths in this age group) and it accounts for neariy 10% for al1 deaths 

recorded at aii  age p u p s .  The members of the society with the most productive 

capability are, therefore. also the mes with the highest rates of mess with AIDS 

flopouzis, 1994; USAD, 1994). As a result of HIV/AIDS moRality and morbidity, the= 

has been a decrease in the area of land cultivated, a Qcxeased ange of crops, decreased 

agicultural production. and a change h m  labour intensive crops to those which are not 

as labour intensive flopouzis, 1994; USAID, 1994). The economic consequences are 

exacerbated by a diversion of income b m  imestment and swings to cansumption of 

health care services (Topouzis, 1994; USAID, 1994). The impact of AIDS on the 

agriculhiral systems is very much dependent on the stage of the epi&mic in that area 

(Topouzis, 1994). However, cornmunities in early impact or pre-impact stages of the 



epidemic are still Milnerable to the impact of AiDS,  panifularly if other conditions such as 

drought also occur (USAID, 1994). Givni the extent of the AIDS epidemic in Uganda, 

and its socio-economic impact on communities. AIDS was studied as a smssor. AIDS 

was concephiaüted as a chraiic stnssor and was studied at the micro (individual) level. 

The relation between dis- and the objective r q o R  of other major ilInesses or iilness- 

related 10s  affécting either the paiticipant or people h m  M e r  close social network was 

also studied 

When identifying stressors in a rural community it is important to consider whether 

there are unique suessors associated with the dominant occupation of the m. In a 

baseline survey conducted in Loro sub-county, Apac district (Whitby, 1993). 99% of the 

households ranked subsistence agriculture as their rnost important source of livelihood. 

Therefore, it seemed important to assess stressors that are associateci with faTming. Weigel 

(1981, cited in Kenkel, 1986) attempted to delineate the stressors associated with tvming 

in a sample of men and women fmers in Iowa. The author reports that stressors such as 

'machinery breakdown' and 'disease outbmk' were rated as more stressfiil than 'divorce' or 

'major illness'. Gesting mamieci was seen as oniy minimaly snessful. while hi# ratings 

were assigneci to 'valuable animal dies', 'loss of help or no help when needed'. high debt 

loans', 'production loss to disease or insects', and 'weather-causcd delays'. In a study of 

Manitoban fanners, Walker and Waker (1987) report tbat over half the saesson they had 

identifieci as being predictive of distress levels were situations associated with f m  üfe 

(e-g., fanning-rehted accident, feeling isolated on the farm). Consequently, the ~iation 

benveen distress and culhirally relevant famllng stresson were explored in this study. 



These occupationai strwsors were assessed at the micro level and were conceptualized for 

the most pan as acute events occuring within the pnvious 12 months. 

This study also attemped to examine the relation betwan war reIated stressors 

and dimess. Wa and civil sWe have had a pmfowd effect on every facet of people's lives 

in Uganda ~opouzis. 1994). In some districts (e.g.. Gulu) many men and women have 

had to abandon their villages and fiee to the towns in search of security because of war 

and civil sWe (TopouWs. 1994). Pamiu have ôeen forced to send their children away and 

remain sepacated b m  them for extendeci periods of the, sometimes even years. 

Moreover. the majonty of young men who joined the a m y  during the war were h m  the 

nonhem districts of Uganda. Consequently. many famiües have Iost relatives in the war. 

Therefore, war-related loss and migrmion were included as mim.  traumatic stressors 

within this study. 

Lastly, relationship stressors that are considered to be negative amss cultures, 

such as major conflict with spouse. relatives, or fiends were ais0 measured at the micro 

level and were assessed as acute stressors occuring within the iast 12 months. 

Besources 

Few studies have examjlled the relation between sociodemographic variables and 

psychoIopical distress in developing countries. An exception is Tafan et al!s (1991) study 

in niral Ethiopia. The authors examineci the association ktwem demographic variables 

and the newtic scores of the SRQ-24. They concluded that more neuntics than non- 

neumtics were female (& 3 1.9 1: pcO.001). divorceci or widowed (XZ - 1 12.38; 



gcû.ûûi). i i i i t e  - 4.38; pcOX)S), between the ages of 35 and 44 s- 37.0T g~ 

0.001). ami had a famiiy &tory of mental ibess a(2 - 26.24; pç0.001). 

In a study of earthquake survivors in Ecuador* Lima et al. (1989) report that of the 

sociodemographic variables studkd, only marital status was predictive of emotional 

distress. Swivors who were either single. seperated, or WEdOwed were sipnincandy more 

Wcely to be emotionally distffssed (as measured by the 20 item Self Report Questionnaire 

[SRQ-201) than married survivors. Bahar et al (1992). using the 30-item General Health 

Questionnaire (GHQ-30) in an urban area of InQnesia, reponed no statistical dinerence 

across age group, or between men and women. The authors do repoit a non-signincant 

trend for manied people to have better mental health than those who are not marrieci and 

report that pe~sons who had migrateci from elsewhere in Indoneski had a higher case rate 

than those belonging to southem Sumatera - 16.1; df-1; @.Oûûl). Similarly, Idris et 

al. (1989) report no statistical signifiant sex ciifferences or differences between single and 

mmed subjects in the prevalence of mental disturbance in a sample of young adult 

Sudanese. 

Based on the research nndings h m  industrialùed and developing countries, it was 

expected that women and non-mairied nspondents would report higher levels of distress. 

In order to address the issue of gender issues in the type of stress nlated disorden, 

questions on alcohol abuse were added to the measwes. 

The association between socio-economic status and psychological distres has not 

been well Qeumented in developing countries. Furthemore, mearchers who have 



examineci the association report inconsistent fmdings. Bahar et A's (1992) epidemiolopical 

study in an urban ami of indonesia revealed that people living in the poom traditional 

dwelIings had a strikingiy higher case rate. as measund by the GHQ, compareci to those in 

more pnnaaent houses m- 15.9; df-1: p 0.001). A marked gradient was found with 

income. with case rates of 23%. 14% and 11% nspectively in those with lower. middle, 

and upper income. F ' i y ,  the prevalence of GHQ cases by access to television, 

electricity, and tap water showed a markedly higher case rate for those who did not have 

these arnenities. The authors concluded that the study consistently showed the strong link 

between poverty and psychological sympoms. 

Taf&i et al. (1991) failed to correlate economic status with scores on the SRQ-24 

in a sample of nual Ethiopians. Economic status, however, was measund only by the 

presence or absence of oxen Rahim & Cederblad (1989) report that psychiatrie morbidity 

was sipnincantly lower mong participants engaged in traditional occupations (agriculture 

and manual labour) than among those in modem occupational sectors. in a sample of 

urban Sudanese. Psychiatrie sympoms were also more comrnon in those who had stable 

occupations, than in those who were engaged in unstable woik such as &y-to-day self- 

employment. The authors, however, failed to report the income or education level of the 

participants. 

The inconsistency of fmdings h m  iweareh conducted in developing countries 

rnay be -y due to Memces in methodo1ogy. in particuhr to Merences in the 

definition and measurement of SES. In industrialized countries, socio-econornic 

classifications are based on income. occupation or literacy. Furthemore. due to 



administrative and organhational poblems few attempts have baen made to compile 

nationai regïsters of socio-economic status in developïng countnes. The indices used in 

industrialized countries, however, are inappropriafe to use in developing counaies because 

of the economic merences between both devebping and industrialized countties. An 

index of socia-ecanornic stms should reflect the dinerent socioeconomic and cultural 

aspezts of the way of life in âeveloping countries and, for the purposes of dris particulat 

study, of the Ugandan Republid(Cortinovis et ai., 1993). Consequently, the index of 

socioeconomic status that was utïiized in this snidy was based on an index that was 

consmicted for a survey in Mbarara, a niral a m  in the south-west of Uganda (Cortinovis 

et ai., 1993) and modified so as to take into account the socio-economic realities of Apac 

district, 

In developing countries. the few studies that have looked at the relation between 

social support and psychological distress have operationalized social suppofi as maritai 

status, marital discord, number of members iiving in the same household, or feehgs of 

loneliness. For example, in a study of young adults in Khartoum (Tdris et al., 1989). 

subjects who reported marital discord and divorce had a s i~ i can t l y  higher rate of 

psychiatrie morbidity than those who were marrieci withait conûict or divorce (375% and 

10.5% respectively) Q4.05). SRQ scores also comlated positively with the degree of 

social isolation as measured by the loneliness d e  @< 0.001). The authors interpreted 

hi& scores on the loneliness sale as an expression of u~f~~tedness, isolation and lack of 

social support. In a study in Indonesia (Bahar et al., 1992). the GHQ case rate was highest 



for people living aione. Simüarly, in a study of survivors of a volcanic eruption in 

Columbia, &mg alone was die only pasonal variable signiucantly associated with 

emotional pmblems as muinrrrd by the SRQ-20 (Lima et al.. 1987). 

In Afiica. belonging to a family is projygated îhrough numemus bonds. ranging 

from consanguinity, aftoiiiy, and adoption to sumame identification. The Atncan fady,  

however. is witnessing a m e s s  of radical change. The cooperative and caring obligations 

widely cherished between and among kin are behg gmdually circumvented by the 

exigencies of economic stress. uibeninion, &cation, christianity and neo-colonial 

culturaï influences (Ankrah, 1993). Nonetheles, the African family still rernains an 

extensive network with a diversity of assured contacts. especially in Nial areas. 

Consequently. social support is the backbone of Afncan culture and is an important 

resource when facing stressors. 

The current health care system in Uganda is characterized by recmnt shortages 

of drugs, inadquate hospitai beds in both govemment and non-government health 

facilities. and few trained health wotkers (USAID. 1994). In the study of a nual 

population in Zimbabwe (Myambo, 1990) "distance to medical clinic" was identifid by 

subjects as king a moderate stressor. Similarly. Walker & Walker (1987) repned that 

"having to mvel long distances for service" was an important predîctor of total disaess 

symptoms in Manitoban male famim (82-.58). It cm, therefore. be argueci that the close 

pmximity and avaüabüity of community services and faciiities could act as important 

buf fe~g  factors that decnase the lücelihood of pmblem in the face of stressors. 



In this study, the relation between community resomes and symptoms of distress 

were assessed. The measuremait of comUNty  sources was based on Myarnbo's (1990) 

methodology. Myambo asessed the avaüabüity of community semices and facilities (e.g. 

drinking water, medical clinic) avaüable within a 3 lrilometn radius of a sample of d 

adults in Zimôabwe. The author chose the distance of 3 kilometres because it was 

considefed by niral-dwelling persais to be a reasonable walking distance. 

The prevalence of mental iIlness in developing countries. generally defined as the 

presence of Diagnostic Statistic Manuai @SM IV) psychiatric disorders. has been found 

to be similar to diat of industMlized countries. In the World Health Organization (WHO) 

Collaborative Study on Strategies for Extending Mental Health Care in four developing 

O was countries. the recordeci frequency of psychiatric disorciers - between 10.6 and l7.W - 

just below the percentages found in indusaialized countries (Harding et al., 1980). Tafari 

et al. (1991). utilizing the SRQ-24, report a prevalence rate of 17.2% in a nial population 

of Ethiopia. De Jong et al (1986). however, estimated a psychiatric morbidity rate of 128, 

using the SRQ ai health facilities in rurai Guinee-Bissau. Idris et aL (1989) using a wide 

range of psychometric batteries (e.g. SRQ, Eysenck Personality Inventory) on a 

population of addt urban Sudanese, report that 23.7% of their sample suffered h m  mild 

subclinical cornplaints and 16.6% h m  moderate to severe symptorns that warrantecl a 

clinical diagnosis. A recent miew of mental sweys in Afrca reponed that 20.4% of a 

xurai Ugandan ppuhtion showed evidence of psychiatric distress at thnshold levels, as 

assessed by the m e n t  State Examination QSE) (German. 1987). Based on his review of 



studies looking at the prevalence of mental illness in Africa. Geman (1987) concludes that 

the extent of mental illriess in b k k  Afiica is at Ieast as substantial. if not greater, than in 

other pans of the world where &ta have been obtained. 

Kieinman (1987). however. argues that there is a tacit professiod ideology 

arnong psychiatrists and psychologists which functiom to exaggeate what ïs universai in 

psychiatrie disorder and de-emphasize what is culturally panicuiar. He criticizes most 

approaches in cmss-cultural psychiatry for i g n o ~ g  subjects who fail to fit the template, 

the very subjects. he argues, who are of greatest interest from a cultuxai perspective 

because they could be expcted to reveal the gmtest amount of cultural diversity. 

Researchers have also criticized the measures that are used to assess mental mess 

and psychological distress in developing countties. Thoits (1983). for example, remarks 

that many instruments used in epi&miological snidies contain a physical health bias. The 

presence of psychosomatic items in these instruments makes it lürely that physically ïîl 

respondents wül obtain high scores. thus confading the presence of physicai illness with 

psychological distress moi&. 1983). For people with loss of energy due to malaria, 

appetite disturbance owing to anemia or hookworm, sleeplessness associated with chronic 

dianhoeai disease, and dysphoria owing to poverty or powerlessness. high scores on 

psychosomatic items rnay mean that they wiU be misclassified as a case @leinman_ 1987). 

However, the pvaiiing assumption in the literature is that people h m  developing 

countries an more likely to repoit somatic symptoms than psych0logKa.i cornplaints (e.g. 

Ebigbo. 1982). Thetefore. measuring psycho-somatic cornplaints ~mained an important 

component of this pmposed study. Nonetheless the researcher attempted to avoid 



confounding physicai iUness with psychological distress by questioruiing subjects about 

the& physicai Mth. 

Kleiaman (1987) m e r  questions the validity of western-deveioped instruments 

when used in cross-culturai settings. To adequately assess cultural differences. Kieinman 

argues that it is essential to translate local idioms of distress and add them to standard 

questionnaires. Ciavitia et al. (1984, cited in KleBunan, 1987) w o w g  with a translation of 

the Diagnostic hterview Schedule DIS) in Peru detexted severai problems in its validity 

that offer a broader sense of pblems in translation. F i  Gaviria et aL (in Kleimnan, 

1987) noted that western-developed instruments that have been translateci may lack 

content vaiidity. By content validity they meant that the content of the instrument must be 

relevant in the culture into which the instrument is nanslated. For example. many 

substances in the substance abuse section of the DIS were unavaiiable in Pa, yet coca 

paste. a major drug in Peru, did not appear in the DIS. Secondly. sernantic validity 

requires that the words used in the original and the new instrument have the same 

meaning. Thirdly, technical validity is an issue in societies where langages are not 

written, schoding is Iimited and rates of illiteracy are hi*. In this context, the m e s s  of 

a n s w e ~ g  a questionnaire is foreign and one may elicit answers that npresent a 

misunderstanding of intentions mon than an accurate ntlection of a£féct or thought. 

Lastly. concepual validity nquires that nsponses to an interview relate to a theoretical 

consmct within the culture. 

In order to address the issue of conceptual validity in this study. the spontaneous 

reactions made by the respondent when giving their yes or no answers were noted in a 



logbook while the questionnaire was king administered The respondents were also 

asked, after having compieted the questioNlitiTes, a, explain the& yes-answers. In this 

mamer, the m h e r  ammpted to identify any Merences in conceptuai meanhg 

accorded to the measuns by the interviewer and by the respondent. Moreover, in order to 

address issues of semamic validity, all measwes were nanslated and back-translated by 

peisons Who are bilingual in English and Luo (the local language). Lastiy, technical 

validity was addressed thmugh the training of interviewers. 

Methad 

rrlauam 

The SRQ20 was deveIoped by Harding et al. (1980) as a psychiatrie disnubance 

screening instrument for developing countries (see Appendix A). It has been used either as 

a self-administered or as an interviewer administered questionaaire. The SRQ-20 omits the 

four questions on psychotic symptoms in the original version developed by WHO and 

consists of 20 questions on neurotic sympoms, 4 of them related to somatic compIaints. 

Each question has to be answered by yes or no. A score of 1 indicates that the symptom 

was present during the ps t  month, a score of O indicates that the symptom was absent. 

The maximum score is therefore 20. No g b u  generally applicable cut off score cm be 

recommended for the SRQ and each study shouïd determine its own (WHO, 1994). The 

score &pends upon the language useci, the method of administration. the population 

a n s w e ~ g  it, as weil as the needs of the resea~ch design. 

The SRQ-20 has been utiliz4d in several AfYican counrxies (e.g., Sudan. Ethiopia, 



Kenya, Zimbabwe) and bas been translateci into at lest 17 laquages. A search of the 

litterature, however, revealed that it had apparently never been utilized in Uganda. 

Becrause the SRQ-20 was developed to detect probable cases of mental distress, in 

paniculat neiiraic disordexs, it is not equivalent to a clinicai diagnostic instrument. 

Consequently. content validiiy with respect to "mentel disorders" is quùe low. On the 

other hana the content validity telateci to "neurntic disordexs" (e.g., depression. anxiety- 

related disorders. somatoform cihoniers) is high. Komnan (1987). however, reports 

problems in transculturai communication. Non-Western subjects may not understand the 

questions posed to them by researchexs who have nceived their Uaining in the West. In a 

study conducted in nuai Ethiopia, Kortman (1987) found that the pimary source of 

problems of communication lay in the Merence in conceptual meanhg which were 

accorded to the SRQ questions by the questioner and by the Ethiopian nspondent. 

Twenty-six percent of the yes answers pmved to be invalid for the purposes of psychiatrie 

diagnosis &e to these ciifferences in concepuaiization. For example, question 2: ' I s  your 

appetite poor?" was incomprehensible for those respoisdents among the Ethiopians who 

had to wage a daily sauggle to stay alive. This question was frequentiy interpreted as 

king an inquiry into the availability of food. Question 3 "Do you sleep badly?" p v e d  to 

have a nanower meaning in the Ethiopian culture than in a Western one. It was seen as 

inquiring into whether or not one's sleep had been disturbed as a resuIt of nightmares or 

sleepwalking: respondents failed to iealiçe that information was also king sought 

conceming inability to fali asleep, or to stay asleep throughout the night. 



The most appropriate criterion is a clinical assessrnent by a aaiwd hvestigator 

using a stntctured nseanh i n t e ~ e w  of known relhbility. The higher the correlation 

between the scores. the straiger the evidence favairing criterion validity. Comlation 

coefficients between the Clinical interview Schedule and different translations of the SRQ 

have been found to be between +.69 and +.74 (WHO. 1994). 

These measwes are designed to indicate how weU the results h m  the SRQ match 

the results h m  the criterion instrument, a psychiatrie intewiew. Sensitivity is a measure 

of a xreenuig instrument's ability to detzct the mie cases of mental disorder identifiai by 

the criterion instrument. Specificity is a measure of the scnenïng instrument's ability to 

idenüfy me nonases identfied by a aitenon instrument. Sensitivity and specincity will 

Vary with the cut-off value used in a study to distinguish a probable case h m  a probable 

non-case- Sensitivity figures range h m  62.9% to 90%. whereas specificity figures range 

between 44% and 95.2% (WHO, 1994). In a rural sample of 130 Kenyans, for example, 

sensitivity was of 89.7% and specincity of 95.2% (WHO, 1994). The variability of the 

vaüdity indices highiights the fact diat a scnening instrument such as the SRQ nec!& to be 

validated in a varkty of settings with dinetent popilations. 

Reliabüinr 

There are few nported data on the reliability of the SRQ. Two studies looked at 

the intmrater reiiabiüty: findings k m  one study in Braul (ïacoponi & Mari, 1989 cited in 

WHO, 1994) y ielded an innaclass correlation of O.%3 ($-198.32; df-26). In a study in 



Ethiopia (Kortman â Ten Hom. 1988) the pairwise interrater congruency between the 

four raters varied between 66% and 78%. 

(W 

The GHQT developed by Goldberg (1972). is a fint stage screening instmment 

aimed at the detection of minor psychiatrie dis or de^^ in comrnunity and primaiy care 

settings (PiccineUi et al., 1993). nie GHQ was coasmicted b m  a pool of 140 items 

selected M, as to cover fav aieas of psychosocial enquiry (unhappiness. anxiety, social 

inadequacy, and hypochcndriasis) (Mari & Wüliams, 1985). The original version of the 

GHQ containecl 60 items (GHQ60). However, sewerai shorter versions of the 

questionnaire have subbequentiy been developed (GHQ-30, GHQ-28, GHQ-20, GHQ- 12). 

The GHQ has been used in its original and shorter versions in community settings, geneml 

practice, hospitai out-patients, and hospital in-patients and has been translateci to not l a s  

than 36 languages (Sriram et al., 1989). It has a 4-point response sale which is usuaily 

scored in a bimodal fashion (sympom prsent: 'hot at aiï" (O). "same as usuai" (0); "rather 

more than usuai" (1); "much more that usuai" (1)) 

Of particular interest to this study is the GHQ-12 (Goldberg & Williams, 1988 in 

Botega et al.. 1995) (see Appendix B). It was derived fhm the original @item version by 

k t  excluding the items endorsed by physidly ilï respondents and then selecting the six 

positive and six negasive items that had the steepest discrimination slopes in the original 

item analysis (Piccinelli et al., 1993). Among ail the versions of the OHQ, the GHQ-12 is 

king widely used as the most convaiient screening instrument when the limiteci t h e  

available precludes the use of longer GHQ versions @iccineiii et 1,1993). when there is 



widespread iliiteracy and the questionnaire has to be read to respondents (Gureje, 199 l), 

and when the GHQ must be translatecl (Sriram et al.. 1989). 

On the b i s  of an extensive review and meta-anaiysû. Goldberg and W i s  

(1988. cited in Baega et al.. 1995) have concluded that the validity of the GHQ-12 is 

comparable to that of longer versions of the questionnaire. PiccineIli et ai. (1993) report 

that at lest sevea validity studies of the GHQ-12 have been conducted but that in four of 

these. validity was derived by disembedding the relevant questions fnwi alonger set of 

items. in general, however. validity coefficients have ken found to be almost as good as 

those of longer GHQs (sensitivity: M=74%; specincity: M- 82W. misclassification rate 

M=18%) (Chan & Chan, 1983; Piccineili et ai. 1993). Sociodemographic variables, 

however. have been associated with the misclassification of subjects by the GHQ. Studies 

using the GHQ in Europe have shown that sensitivity is cmistently lower (Le.. false 

negatives are commoner) in men that in women (Araya et ai.. 1992). 

Studies examining the valïdity of the GHQl2 in languages other than Engiish have 

shown that the validity coefficients are comparable to those of the English version (Chan, 

1985; Sriam et ai.. 1989). Sriram et al. (1989) report that aithough translated versions are 

comparable at the! sale and dimension level. then are ciifferences at the item level 

attributable to linguistic and cultural factors. These authors coneluâe that it simply may 

not be possible to obtain pec ise semantic equivalence to certain words and phnises in 

different language. Laslty. mults of nliability assessments show that the GHQ-12 has a 

high de- of interna1 consistency. with alpha values ranging between 0.82 and 0.90 

(Gureje, 199 1). 



Mari & Williams (19û5) canied out a cornparison between GHQ-12 and the SRQ- 

20 in dus primary care clinics in the city of Sao-Paulo. Brazil. The authon found a Iinear 

relationship between the GHQ-12 and the SRQ-20 totai scores for each of the clinics and 

uiterpreted the resuîts as indicating the reliability or consistency of the information 

provideci by the patients attending the three ciinics. The two questioMaires showed similar 

results both when the total sample was examined and when the samples for each primary 

care unit were analyzed separately. The semitivity of both questiotllliiires was higher than 

80% for aîi the clinics and the specificity was lower than 8@% ody in the chic with the 

poorest clientele. Both sex and education exeited a sipificant influence on 

misclassification in the study. Pooriy educated people were more k l y  to be classifed as 

false positive and women as false negative. The authon nonetheless concluded that both 

. . .  questionnairies were gooâ discnmuiators in each of the clinics. 

Araya et al. (1992) conducted a study in a primary care chic. serving a large poor 

urban ami of Chile. The authors report smaU dinerences between the GHQ and the SRQ. 

The SRQ was slightly more specinc than the GHQ (77% vs 73%) which in tum was 

somewhat more sensitive (76% vs 74%). Of the 163 subjects interviewe& 42 were 

misciassiûed by the GHQ (21 false negative and 21 fàise positives) and 40 by the SRQ (22 

false negatives and 18 false positives). As in Mari & Williams (1985) study, l e s  well- 

educated people were mon iikely to be ckissifed as false positives by both questiONl;biTeS. 

The divorced, separated, and widowed were more likely to be taise positives on the SRQ 

and a sunilar non-significant trend was also found with the GHQ. The authos did not fmd 



any sex differe~es in fdse positive misclassification however. Subjects with secondary 

education and men wen more Iürely to be misciassifîed as false negatives Mth the GHQ 

and simüac effm were evident with the SRQ although these just failed to reach 

conventionai levels of statistical sipnincance. 

Chan & Chan (1983) compand scores of the GHQ-30 and the SRQ-20 with a 

sarnple of 224 Chinese University students. Chan & Chan's results indicated that the GHQ- 

30 correlated .54 with the non-psychotic items of the SRQ. In general, switivity and 

specificity rates using the 2 profiles as criterion maures were simüar to previous 

community studies but lower than those found in generai practice setthgs. 

CAGE is a four-item questionnaire developed by Ewing and Rwse (1970) as a 

screening instrument for the presence of alcoho1-related pmblerns (Heck & Williams, 

1994). It is one of the most widely used questionnaires for detecting alcohol abuse and 

dependence (Liskow et al.. 1994). The term CAGE is an acronym for the four questions it 

contains: "Have you ever felt you ought to eut dom on your drlliking?"; "Have people 

armoyed you by cnticizing your drinking?"; "Have you ever felt bad or yilty about your 

dMknig?"; "Have you ever had a ciri& frist thing in the mornhg to steady your nerves or 

to get rid of a hangover (eye-opener)?". A cutoff score of two or more indicates a positive 

test result. 

The CAGE has been demonstrated to bave a sensitivity of 7Wl% and a 

specincity of 77-%% when used for the detection of alcohol &pendence or abuse in 

various medical, surgical, and psychiatrie inpatient settings (Liskow et ai., 1994). The 



CAGE has also demonstrateci its utility as a screening instrument witbin a more general 

population (Heck & Williams, 1994). A search of the litterature, however, revealed that 

the CAGE has apparently never ken utüized in an M c a n  setîing. 

The Sochiemographic questionnaire was specifidy designed for this study to 

access demographic infionnation and to m a u r e  stressors and tesowces relevant to the 

Lang culture of Apac district, Uganda (see Appendix C). The choice of stressors and 

resources mcluded in the SDQ was based on findings of previous studies nvealed in a 

teview of the stress literatute. More specificaily, the questionnaire includes groups of 

items memuring wa.  (see items 40-a). AIDSMZV (see item 51-55). illness (see items 

45-50). relationships (see items 25 and 28-30 of the SDQ). and f-g stressors (see 

items 18-23). Groups of items measurùig social support (see items 3 1-39) and community 

resowces (see item 15) are also included The questionnaire also includes one open-ended 

question about stresson so that cdturally relevant events that had been ornitteci the 

study couid be identified. 

Each stressor and resource item was coded for its presence or absence. If the 

stressor or resource item was present. it nceived a code of 1. if it was not pment it 

received a code of O. Social support was calculateci by addùig items 31 O 39. comunity 

resources by adding the sub-components of item 15. reiationship stressors by adding items 

25 and 28 to 30, and fanaing stressors by adding items 18 to 23. The war suessor score 

was cdcuhted by summuig the items 441.43, and 44 of the SDQ. Item 43. however, 

refeis to how many persans the respondent has lost to war. It was found that. in this 



groups of respondents, the maximum number of persons lost to war was 5. If a respondent 

had answered yes to items 40,41,42 and 44, and had lost a total of 4 persons to w a .  

his/her war stressor score would be 7 out of a possible total of 8. Similarly. iIlaess 

stresson were calculateci by addmg items 45.47.48. and 50. Ifa responàent answered yes 

to items 45.46.48. and 49, and b e w  2 persons close to him/her who were suEering from 

a major iItness, and had lost 4 persans to illness, then that ~spondem's score would be of 

8 out of a possible 12 (the maximum number of petsons either lost to illness or & e ~ g  

h m  a major ihess was 5). The AIDS stressors wen calculateci using the same method as 

for war and iliness stressors. 

Items 9-14 assessed socio-economic statu. These items were designed on the 

basis of a socio-economic index consuucted by Cortinovis et ai. (1993) to use in a 

nutrition and health survey in Mbarara, a rurai area in the south-west of Uganda. In 

constructing the index, the authors considenxi variables that involved different 

socicnxonomic and culaual aspects of the way of life in developing countries and in the 

Ugandan Republic. They found that with the modalities of 5 variab1es. most of the 

households could k chssified into 7 groups with vexy stable characteristics. or 

socioeconomic levels (see Appendix Dm). The 5 variables were fathef s occupation. father's 

education, mother's education, fitheis pmfessionai position. and the ownership of a radio. 

The authors also reported that the households with missing data were more fnquently in 

the lower socio-economic levels. There did not. however. seem to be any other systematic 

differences. Reliminary nsults of the statistical analyses of the Mbarara pmject data 

suggest a good reliability of the socio-economic index. 



Cortinovis et al. (1993) noted that in Mbarara as in other pam of Uganda, 

eveybody is involved in some agriniltural activity even if they work in other secton, such 

as trading or government. A civil s e m t  o h g  lana however, has metent living 

conditions and characteristics h m  a worhr whose occupation is full-time f&g. 

Therefore the authon decideci to claJsify a person as a "goverment worker" if this person 

was a govemment worker and also had f m  land The same appliecl to other 

nonagricuitural categories such as policemen, anisans. butchers. etc. Those who wexe 

involveci in agriculture only weE chssifîed as 'cattle keepers' ifthey owned cows snd 

cattie. 'expon' crop farmers if they produceci coffee. tea or tobacco, and 'subsistence 

fanners' if they were poducing cmps other than export c m p  and they did not have srnall 

livestock such as goats. sheep, etc (see item 11). 

Education was rneasureà by the number of years of schooling. Education was 

measured separatdy for the household head and the household headfs spouse. The 

household h d s  professional position was detemiined by whether the respondent hired 

labour or whether the respondent worked on 0th people's land. Once ai i  the data were 

collected, the mearcher determineci what socio-economic group the respondent belonged 

to by cornparhg the participants' tespnses on the five SES variables to the descriptions of 

the 7 socio-eccmomic groups provided by Coninovis et ai. (1993). The seven soeio- 

economic groups are presented in Appendiw Do The groups at highest risk for poor health 

conditions are at the last levels of the index (groups 6 and 7). 

A review of the literature nvealed that no previous instrument measuring stressors 



or distress had been transiated into Luo (the language of Apac district). The SRQ-20. 

GHQ-12. CAGE, and Sociodemographic Questio~lIliiife were translateci h m  English into 

Luo by a bilinpuai research assistant. nie Luo version was then independently back- 

tIiinslated into Engiish by a second pmon bilingual m EnWh andluo. Dinerences 

between the originai Engiish version of the questionnaires and the English back-nan~lated 

version wen discussed until the two translators came to an agreement, 

CPAR provided a kt of Apac district comunities fkom which a total of eighteen 

villages (three niral comrnunities h m  each of six subcounties of Apac) wen: selected 

using a table of randorn numbers. Loro. homo. Chegen. Ayer, Aber. and Acaba sub- 

counties were chosen because of BAR'S ongoing invdvement there and aiso because of 

the sub-counties' geographical proximity and safety. The number of viliages to be sampled 

was chosen so that the interviewers could nnish their intemiews within one &y. thus 

avoiding the contamination of results in overwhelmingly smaiî communities. Of the 

original sample of eighteen villages. one village in Aber had to be ornitted due to insecurity 

(proximity of the Lord's Resistance Amy to the village). 

Because socio-economic status was a variable of considerable interest in this study, 

a stratified randorn sarnpiing procedure was utilized m ensure that gtoup  fiom different 

socio-ecanomic levels were represented by an adequate sample size. A wealth ranking 

exercise previously utilized by CPAR was therefore d e d  out withh each sampled 



village. This exercise corisisted m meeting with one or more representatives of the Village 

Resistance CouncU and as many villagefi as possible. The r e m t i v e s  and villagers 

were fint asked to name a l l  the heads of households of the village. A wxïtten List of a i l  the 

heads of households was made. The paper üst of names was then cut up so that each name 

was on a separate piece of piper. Secondiy, the definition of weahh was discussed mil ail 

those pnsent understood the definition used for the study (see Foatnote '). niirdly, 

vülagers divided the househdds into IWO groups: 't~ealthy" and ' l e s  wealthy". Each head 

of household's name was read out loud h m  the pieces of paper and the villagers then 

decided whether the head of the household belonged to the wealthy or poorer group. The 

pieces of paper with the narnes wrinen on them were thenfore physically divideci into two 

groups: wealthy and poor. The names belonging to the wealthy group were put ïnto a hat 

and 6 names were chosen. The same pfocedure was used for the poorer group. Two heads 

of households were thus randomly assigned to each interviewer. When it was necesary 

(when the person to be interviewai did not meet the proper cnteria for selection) 

additional households were sampled using the same procedure. Sex of the respondent was 

randomly ûetermined for each household and the cnteria for selection included gender, 

age (minimum age of 15). king head of the household or the spouse of the head of the 

household, and residence. 

nie questionnains were wmpleted through face to face intenriews at the 

1 Villagers were asked to consider various indicators of 
wealth (e.g. house, education, things owned, cattle) rather than 
only cat t l e  which is the traditional indicators of wealth. 



respondent's home. In order to be culturally sensitive, only female interviewers 

interviewed female respondents and aily male intemiewers inthewed male respondents. 

The household was visited at least uiree times before it was considered vacant, If the 

chosen household did rot have an inhabitant with the nquired characteristics (e-g. fernale, 

spouse of the head of household). it was replaced by another me randomly selected at the 

beghnhg of the sndy. 

Upon his or her arrivai, the interviewer introduced himherself and asked to talk to 

the person selected as respondent. The interviewer caaied credentials issued by CPAR. In 

order to ensure standard interviewer adminismtion, interviewers introduced themselves in 

a standard way and gave a standard explanation about the objectives of the ~esearch (see 

Appendix E). To ensure confidentiality, the interviewer asked the respondent to choose 

the place that would be the quietest to conduct the innwiew x, that the interviewer and 

respondent could be alone. Because of hi@ rates of illiteracy, the use of a written consent 

fom was not appropriate. Therefore, oraï consent was judged to be sufficient. The 

intemiew began with the Sociodemographic QuestionnaVe. followed by either the GHQ 

or the SRQ. and end& with the CAGE. The order of the SRQ-20 and GHQ-12 was 

counterbalanced. Based on an inte~iewing technique used by Komiiim (1987) in Ethiopia. 

interviewers also noted in a logbook any spontaneous comments made by the respondent. 

The respondents weie also asked, aRer having comphed the SRQZO. to expiain their 

yes-answers. The pirpose of this p e d m  was to identify any dineraices in conceptual 

meaning accoided to the questionnaire items by the interviewer and by the Ugandan 

respondent. The whole intemiew ptocol lasted an average of 45 minutes. 



Six interviewers, thne males and ttiree fernales, were recnrited k m  Apac district. 

The interviewers aiî had good laowledge of EnglÛh. were fluent in Luo, had at least some 

secaidary school education. were 25 yeacs old or more. and had either pviously been 

trained by CPAR, participateci in comunity deve1opnt wok. or had h d y  been 

involveci in survey work The interviewers received a stipend established accordhg to 

local CPAR payment nom. 

The interviewers underwent a two day training. During the aaining great attention 

was paid to ensure t b t  interviewers understood the study rationaie, adopted a non- 

judgmental aninide, recorded responses correctly, and treated responses with total 

confïdentiality. 

Interviewers met with one of the research assistants or myself once every three 

days to discuss any probIems they had been expenencing. Questionnaires were also 

handed in at that the so as to ensure that responses were king recorded correctiy. 

Pretat 

A pn-test was conducted on twelve respondents in Loro sub-county. This gave 

interviewers a chance to practice and to raise any concems they had The pre-test also 

provided an estimate of the length of the interviews (45 minutes). As a nsult of p- 

testing, certain items on the questionnain that needed to be reworded were modified 

accordingly. other items that were consi&& to be npetitive or culturally inappropriate 

were omitted, and important items identifid through the open-ended question. were 

added (e.g. item 17). 



The rate of refusal was exeemely low ( d y  two persans refiised to participate). A 

total of 203 respondents wen intemiewed (104 m n  and 99 women). The mean age of 

participants was 38 years, the youngest paiticipant bùag 16 and the oldest 86. The mean 

number of people belonghg to a single household was 5.3 (range-1-13) with a mean 

number of 3.6 children (range44 1). The majority of participants reporied king marrieci 

(83%) and involveci in a monogamous relationship (63%). Appximately 16% of the 

respondents were involveci in a polygamous mankge which included two wives. 4.5% in 

one which included three wives, and one participant in a marriage which included four 

wives. Most of those who were not d e d  were widowed (1 1%) and few were divorce& 

separated, or single (2%. 2.5%. and 1.5% respectively). Of the 23 respondents who were 

widowed, 16 of them were women. ~oreovei none of the men were divorced and none 

of the women were single. 

Participants were assigned to one of the seven wealth groups based on the five- 

variable wealth index created by Cortinovis (1993). Ten percent of aU participants 

belonged to the two wealthiest group. 21% belonged to wealth groups 3 and 4, 49% 

belonged to groups 5 and 6, and 17% belongd to the poonst group. However, the five- 

variable weaith index was found a, have very low intemal consistency (Cronbach's 

alpha=35). nienfore, the wealth variable used in the following analyses is one based on 

the two weaith groups ("'wealthy" and "pr") as defÏned by the vülage membea during 

the sampling process. Eighty-nine respondents were thus assigned to the "poorer" group, 



and 11 1 to the "wealthier" p u p .  The number of men and women in each wealth group 

was appximately equaL However, 77% of aii unmaLned mpondents were in the poorer 

group and 23% in the wealthier group. Likewise. 62% of aU manjeci respondents were in 

the weaithi~f p u p  and 38% in the poonr one. 

The rnajority of participants reponed receivnig between fou. to seven years of 

education (47%). Only 9% reported receiving 8 to 12 years, 16% reporteci receiving one 

to three yean. and 25% reponed receiving no fornial education at ail. Large Merences 

were found in the level of education of men and women. Thùty nhe percent of women 

and 13% of men reported receiving no education at a l l  whenas 3% of women and 15% of 

the men reponed receiving between 8 to 12 years of education. Furthemore, more 

"wealthy" than p r  people reporteci having received some eàucation. Seventeen percent 

of ali wealthy respondents had one to three yûus of education as compareci to 14% of ail 

p r e r  respondents; 50% of the wealthy had four to seven years of education as compared 

to 4645 of the poor. 10% of the wealthy and 9% of the poor had between eight to twelve 

years of education, and 30% of the weaithy and 22% of the poor reported having no 

education at ail. 

Descriptive statistics for the stressor measuns are shown in Table 1. A Iow degree 

of intemal consistency (Cmnbach's alpha) was found for a i l  saessor sub-categories, 

particularly for the war stressor category. nie o v e d  stressor index (total stressors) also 

has a low degree of intemal consistency although it is approaching a satisfactory level. 



Furthemore. the mean score of each stressor masure is below the mid-point. 

Table 1. 

Descriptive Statistics 

hl SR R-e Possible range alpha 

AIDS 1 .6 1.4 0-7 0-8 -57 

Farming 2.5 15 0-6 û-6 -63 

Illness 2.7 1 -7 0-7 0-12 -42 

Relation 0.9 1 .O 0-4 0-4 -52 

War 1.4 1.4 0-6 0-8 -2 1 

Total 9.2 4.6 il-24 0-38 -64 

Descnpive statistics for the resource measures are shown in Table 2. Only the 

cornmunity r e m e s  index approaches a satisfactory degree of intemal consistency (see 

Footnote ). - 
Descriptive statistics for masures of symptoms shown in Table 3. Following 

Korîmn's method (1987). the SRQ was miewsd and the participants were asked to 

clarify their "y&' answers with exampIes which the interviewers recorded in a log book. 

2 In order to increase the  internal  consistency of both 
stressor and resource sub-measures, items were either omitted or 
re-grouped. However, no new sub-measures reached a satisfactory 
level of internal consistency 



Two raten read the participants' examples and judged the f'yes''mswers invalid if they had 

Table 2. 

Descriptive StatiStics 

Community 3.7 2.1 0-8 0-9 -74 

Social suppon 4.2 2.6 0-9 0-9 -58 

Emotional 2.1 1.3 0-3 0-3 30 

Instrument 2.2 2.1 0-6 0-6 -62 

Total 7.9 35 1-1 0-18 .56 

not been clarifieci with an example, if they reflected a non-psycho10gical cause, or if there 

was an obvious Merence in the conceptual meaning accorded to the question by the 

investigator and the perticipant. The inteniter reliability was k= 0.70 (Cohen's kappa) (Lee 

& Suen. 1984). A total of 26% of the answers were judged to be invalid. Over 60% of the 

yes answers were judged to be invalid for questions 5.18, and 20 whereas las than 10% 

of the yes answers were judged to be invaiid for questions 4.6.7, and 9 to 14. Many yes 

answers could not be substantiated by an example. m e r  yes answers were judged to be 

invalid due to ciifferences in conceptuai meaning (e.g. in answer to the question '1s your 

daily work suffering?", many respon&nts explained that tbeir work was sunering because 

of a lack of money or manpower, or because they were physicaily unable to attend to their 



work due to a broken hanci, or to the fact that they were away for a fimeral). Lady many 

yes answers wm judged to be invalid due to physical bias (e.g. in answer to the question 

"Do you often have headaches?" many respondents explaùied tht  they had a headache 

because of a tooth ache, maiaria, or tubercuisis, etc.). 

A consewative cutoff score of LW20 was chosen. This cutoff score represents the 

score above which the nspcmdent is considered to have psychiatrie pmblems. based on 

previous clinicai studies in which the SRQ was cornparrd a a previously validateci 

rneasure of psychologid distress. Fifteen percent of m p d e n t s  scored above the cutoff 

on the uncorrecteci SRQ scores wherras only 1090 of participants did on the corrected 

version (9.6% of men and 11% of women). In the following analyses, the recoded version 

of the SRQ is used (see Footnote '). 

A satisfactory level of intemal wnsistency (alpha--80) was f m d  for the Luo 

version of the SRQ. However, the rate of intemal consistency of the GHQ (al-SO) 

found in mis study is quite low. Moreover, 46% of respondents scored above a cutoff 

score of 6/12 on the GHQ. The percentage of respondents scoring above the cutoff point 

for the GHQ is far greater than that for the SRQ (10%). 

The intemal consistency of the CAGE is also low (alpha--50). Nineteen percent of 

respondents (28% of men and 8% of women) were! found to have a drinking problem as 

measmd by the CAGE (a score of two or more). 

3 The statistical analyses using the uncorrected version of 
t h e  SRQ revealed results largely similar to those of the 
corrected version. 



Table 3. 

Descriptive S tatis tics 

Distress M sr2 Range Possible range alpha 

- - -  

SRQ-20 4.7 4.2 0-18 0-20 -80 

GHQ 6.2 2.2 1-1 0-12 .50 

CAGE 0.9 0.9 0-4 0-4 JO 

As expected, the SRQ and the GHQ were found to correlate (r-55, w.001). Only 

a small positive comlation between the GHQ and the CAGE (p.16. pc.02) was found 

and no comiation was found between the SRQ and the CAGE. - 
Respondents' scores on the measures of stressors (AIDS, fanning. illness, 

relationship, and war stressors) were analysed using 2(sex of respondent) x 2(marital 

status: marri& Unmameci) x 2(wealth:low. high) ANOVAs. Any signir~cant interactions 

were futther analysed using the Bonfemmï test (Winer, Bmwn. & Michels, 1991. p.158). 

Then was a significant main e&ct for marital status on relationship strwsors, 

E(l.lW)-7.75, w.01. Marrieci nspondents (M-1.05) had higher scores on relationship 

stressom than did unmarried nspondents w4.49). The= was also a signiticant main 

effect for sex of respondent on relationship stressors. E( 1.1 92)=8.25, pc.005. Women 



Rd-1.14) scored higher on nlationship saessors than did men (M-.78). When looking at 

the relation between sex of respondent and reiationship stressors for mamieci nspondents 

only, rnarried women (ml 29) scomi higher on relationship stressors than did matneci 

men (Mœ.84). t(166)= 2.72. pc.01. 

A signincant main effect for weaIth ai illness stressors was found, E(l,lgî)-7.82, 

pc.01. Participans belonging to the wealthier group reported bavhg mon illness stress 

(M-2.99) than did paiticipants belonging to the poorer group (M-2.39). niere was also a 

signifiant sex of respondent by marital s m s  interaction on iUness stressors. 

E( t,lX)-6.07, p<.ûî. M h e d  men M-3.03) reported significantly more iIlness s t r w  

than did marrieci women (M-2.32) (see Table 4). 

Table 4. 

- - -  - 

Sex of reswndent 

Maritai status Men Women 

Unmarrieci 2.15 3.18 
%eans with different superscripts are signîfïcantly different @ < .OS) according 

to the Bonteronni test. 

A signincant sa by marital status interaction for farming stressors was found, 

E(1.192)-4.82, gc.05. However, the Bonfemnni test mealeci that no two groups were 

signifkantly dinerent at the .O5 level (sec Table 5). FuRhermore. no si@cant main 

effects or interactions were found for AiDS or war rehted stressors. 



Table 5. 

Sex of nspondent 

Marital status Men Women 

The total stressor index was cnated by summing the ~spondents' scores across aIi 

stressor measuns. Participants' scores on total stressors were analysed ushg a 2(sex of 

respondent) x P(&tal status) x I(wea1th:low. hi&) ANOVA. A sipifkant main effect 

for wealth on total saessors was found, E(l,l92)- 6.87, gc.01. Wealthïer respondents 

(M-10.02) scond higher on the total stressor index than did respondents h m  the poorer 

group ('-8.18). 

Respdents' scores on resource measures (community resources and social 

support) were analysed using 2(sex of respondent) x Z(marita1 status) x I(wealth:low, 

hi@) ANOVAs. There was a signifiant main e f f '  for marital status on social support, 

E(1.192)-5.37, pcO2. Mamed participants (M4.46) scored higher on measUres of social 

support than did unmanied paxticipants (M13.09). A signincant main effect for sex of 

respondent was also fou$ E(l,l92)14.97, p.03. Men scored higher on measures of 

sociai support (M-4.65) than did women (M-3.76). A signifiant sex of respondent by 

marital status interaction was f m d  on social support, E(I.l92)-11.75, p ~ . m l .  The 

Bonferonni test indicated that marrieci men (M-5.02) reporteci receiving significantiy more 
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social suppon than did unmarriecl men m-2.15) or marrieci women ( b 3  -70) (see Table 

6). 

Table 6. 

ts of * 

UNnamed O.4tjb 1 .3Gb 
%lems with differmt supezscripts are significantly different @ < .OS) 

according to the Bonferonni test. 

A signiûcant sex by wealth interaction was also found on social support. 

E(1.192>.5.95. -02. The Bonfemnni test indicated that wealthier men (M-4.66) and 

poorer men (M-4.64) nceived more social support than did poorer women (M-3.12) (see 

Table 7). 

Sex of reswndent 

Wealth Men Women 
- - 

Low 4-64' 3. 12b 

4.66' 4.25 
%leans with dinerent superscripts are significantly diiferent @ < -05) 

according to the Bonferonni test. 

As dimissed earlier. the definition of social support encompasses ôoth an 



instrumental and an expressive (exnotional) dimension. The social support masure was 

thus consmicted to incluâe both of these dimensions (3 qystions about emotional support 

and 6 questions about instnimentai support). Two 2(sex of respondent) x L(marita1 status) 

x 2(wealth:low. high) ANOVAs wexe, therefore, usexi to anaIyse participants' scores on 

the separate m e a s m  of ernotional and instnimental support A main effM for maritai 

statu was found on instrumental support, E(1. 192)-ll.gl. pc.001. Marrïed participanu 

(M-t.42) scoreci higher on insmimntal support than did Unmameci panicipanîs 

(M-1 .O3). There was a signifiant main effwt for sex of respondeat on instrumental 

support, E(1.192)-4.88. w.03. Men scored higher on instrumental support (M-2.54) than 

did women (M11.79). A sex of nspondent by &tal status interaction was also found 

E(1,192)-9.69, gc.ûû2. A Bonfemnni test ~vealed that mamieci men (M-2.84) reporteci 

receiving more inst~mental support than any other group (see Table 8). 

Table 8. 

Sex of reswndent 

Marital stms Men Women 

%eans with dine~nt superscripts are signifîcantly different @ c .OS) 

according to the Bonferonni test. 

A sex of respondent by wealth interaction was found on instrumental suppoa. 

F(1.192)-6.22, pc.02. Poonr men scored higher on the index of instrumentai suppoit 

(M-2.68) than did poorer women (M-1.38) (see Table 9). Futthemore. no signif~cant 
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main effects or interaction were found for maures  of emotional support or community 

resources. 

Table 9. 

of w w  

Wealth Men Women 

Low 2-68' 1 .3Sb 

%leans with dinerent superscripts are signincantly dinerent (p c .OS) according 

to the Bonferonni test. 

The totai resoufces index was consmicted by summing participantst scores on 

community nsources and mial support measures. Respondents' scores on the total 

resources index were anlysed using a 2(sex of respondent) x Z(marita1 status) by 

Z(wealth:low. hi@) ANOVA. ïbere was a signincant main effect for marital status on 

total resources. E(1,192)=5.26. pc.03. Mamed participants scond higher on the total 

resources index u-8.21) than did Unmamed participans @f-6.49). A significant wealth 

by sex of respondent interaction was found, E(1.192)-5.24. pc.03. The BonfenoMi test 

revealed that manieci men (M-8.57) scoreci higher on the index of total resources than did 

unmarrieci men (&5.61) (see Table 10). 

A signifïcant maritai status by sex of nspondent intedon was also found on 

total nsources. E(L.191)-5.11. =O3 (see Table 1 1 .). However. the Bonfenwuù did not 

reveal any significant ciifference for the wealth by sex interaction. 



Table 10. 

- 

Sex of respondent 

Marital status Men Women 

Mamed 8.57" 7.67 

UNnamed 5.61b 7.00 
"'Means with different superscripts are significantly dif fmt @ < .OS) 

according to the Bonferonni test. 

Participants' SCORS on the SRQ and the CAGE were analysed ushg 2(sex of 

respndent) x t(marita1 status) x 2(wealth: high. low) ANOVAs. Then was a signifiant 

main effect for sex of participant on the SRQ E(1,192)-16.41, p<.001. Women had higher 

scores (M6.0) than did men (M-3.6). niere was also a significant main effect for marital 

status. E(1,192)-8.99, pcûû3. Respondents who were not marriecl (M-6.8) scored Wer 

than did those who were marriecl M-4.3). 

A main effect for sex of ~spondent on the CAGE was found, E(1,192)=17S5. 

pc.001. Men repoaed more sympoms of alcohol abuse as measured by the CAGE 

(M-1.2) than did womm (&.71). There was a main effect for wealth. E(1.192)-6.05. 

pe.02. Participants bebnging to the wealthier p u p  scoreci higher on the CAGE 

(M- 1 .O8) than did those belonging to the poonr group &2=.82). 

To examine the relations among stressors, resources. and symptom~, Pearson 

correlations among these measures were computed In addition, because Warheitfs (1986) 
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mode1 posits that distress is a fiinction of stressors relative to resomes, the discrepancy 

between stressors and resources was computed and comlated with sympoms. This 

discrepancy is simply the difference between total stressor and total tesource scores. 

The comlations for ali nspondents an shown in Table 11. As expected, 

symptoms as measured by îhe SRQ are significamly positively comlated with scores on 

the saessor measure and negatively conelated wim scores on the resoure measm. h 

addition symptoms are positively correlated with the dixrepcy scores (the extent to 

which stressors exceed resoucces). Furthemore, sympoms of alcohol abuse as measured 

by the CAGE are positively comhted with stressors but are not correlated with resources 

(see Footnote '1. 

This correlation matrix was then computed for four groups, marrieci men, mmkd 

women, unmarrieed men, and lltllllSVZied women. These conelations are shown in Tables 

12 and 13. The correlations between smssors, resources. disenpancy scores. and 

symptoms were found to be signifiant for manied men and women, but not for unmanieci 

men and women. In addition, the correlations between stressors and the CAGE scores 

were signifiant for marrieci men and unmaxrïed women, but the comiation between 

resources and the CAGE were signitiicant for &ed men only. 

4 A l 1  measures of association remained s ign i f i cant  when 
us ing  Gamma and Lamda correlations for non-parametric data. 



Table 1 1. 

-- 

SRQ CAGE 

Stressors .26* -15* 

Table 12. 

T o o  - 
Unmarrieci men Unmamieci men 

Stressors .32 

Resources -27 

Discrepancy -.21 
h-13 for unmarried men *n < -05 **O < .O1 



Cr- 

UNllZLnied Women Manieci Women 

Discussion 

The fmt objective of this research was to assess the appropriateness of the SRQ as 

a measure of psychological distress for rural Ugandans in Apac district- The second 

objective was to explore the relations arnong demographic variables, stressors, fesources, 

and symptorns of distress in a niral area of Uganda. instruments that could assess stressors 

and resources in nual Uganda were therefore developed - 
nie taai stressor measwe did not have a satisfactory level of intemal consistency. 

An openaided question was included in the Sociodemographic Questionnaire in oIder to 

identiQ stressors that were culturally specinc to northem Uganda and that were not 

present in the questionnaire. Two-hundred and one iespondents answered the question 

and most mentioned a stressor that had alnady been included in the questionnaire (e.g. 

fear of catching AIDS, f d y  mernbefs health, school fees, nspondent's health). 



Interviewen iatroduced themselves as wodgng for CPAR. a non-govemmental health 

oganization, and added W t  CPAR wanted to utilize the smey results to help them 

expand their heaith and AIDS counselling projects. Therefore, even thaigh health-related 

stressors may certainly have been of real concem to many of the participants. it is possible 

that they were over emphasized in the openaided question because of the context of the 

interview. However, some examples of new stressors that wexe not included in the socio- 

demogaphic questionnaire and that weR mentioned are: thefi, lack of food and mouey, 

loss of family member due to violent death. infertility, and not being marrieci. These new 

stressors, however. repented only 19.5% of ail responses to the openaided 

questionnaire but could cenainly be incorporateci into a revised stressor measure. 

AU stressor sub-measures had low levels of intemal consistency. Nonetheless. 

some categories of stressors did differentiate among demographic groups. The relationship 

snessors' measure, for example. did differentiate between the rnarried and the unmarrieci 

respondents and between men and women. Married participmts scored higher on 

relationship s m s  than did unmarrieci participants. One of the four items assessing 

relationship stress. however, dealt with pblems within the cnarriage and amther item 

dealt wïth chiid discipline. Therefore, those participants who were not maniecl or who did 

not bave children (as was die case of many of the unmarrieci) could not possibly obtain the 

maximum scoxe on the measure of relationship stressors. 

Women a h  scored higher on nlationship stress than did men. Fitly. it is possible 

that women were less satisfied about their mairiage than were the men because of the 

subservience del~l~~lcied b m  women within a marriage. Secondly, because women are the 



principal caietakers of childm they probably face more pmblems disciplinhg their 

children than do men. 

The intemai consistency of the illness stressor measuie was also unsatisfactory. 

Nonetheles. manied men SC& higher on illness stressors than did manieci women. 

Although women are the ones who traditionally take physical can of the sick, men may 

pe&aps bear tht burden of the financial obligations of cm. Men, for example. may be 

sencihg money to a sick reiative withait necessarily having that sick relative staying in 

their buse. This financial obligation may in tum lead to economic stress. 

HIV/AIDS, war. and fanning re1ated sttes~o~s al1 had unsatisfactoxy levels of 

intemal consistency and none differentiated among demogmphic groups. Although it is 

difBcult to explain the fhdings as they relate to war and fanning stressors. it is Uely that 

due to the sensitive nahue of M N / A I D S ,  participanis did not always feel cornfortable 

about discloshg HiVl AIDS mlated information. It is a h  possible that HIV/AIDS related 

stress was assessed indirectly by other stressor measures which are highiy reiated to issues 

faced by people with HIV/AIDS and their families, Wre illness stressors and relationship 

suessors for example. 

The levels of ~ h b i i i t y  of the mouce measmes were u~lsatisfactory. 

Moreover, the measures of nsances in this study wae only assessing the availability of 

resources and not the usage of these resomes. Cornmunity resources, for example. were 

not found to be related to either stresson, demographic variables, or syrnpoms of distress. 

Based on Myambo's method (1990). the availabiüty of community resoucces was 



measured by whether the respondent was within walkhg distance of the resource. 

However. distance is not sufficient to measure the availability of a resoufce. Although 

resources such as mediai clinics or sacmdary schoois may be at roughly equal distances 

for people in a same vülage, there may certainly exist a diff'erence În whether a viuager can 

afford to utilize these resources. Therefore, the community resource indur utilized in this 

study may not have been adequate. Furthermore. as with stressor measUres, an open- 

ended question could be added at the end of the measure during the pe-test in order to 

identify resources that may have been omitted 

Social support resources. and instrumentai support in penicular, wexe found to 

differentiate among certain groups. Mamed men had higher scores on instrumental 

support than any other group. In this study. instrumental support was conceptuaiized as 

wherber or not help in the form of manpwer or financial support was available. In nval 

Uganda. marrieû men have the greatest access to such support because: a) of traditional 

entitlernent, b) they are d e d  and therefore have more status in society than Unmamed 

men or women, c) are maniai and therefore cm expect their wives to prepare food take 

c m  of children. and work in the fields. something which mamed wornen cannot expect 

their husbands to do. 

Poorer men aiso scoied higher on instrumental support than did poorer women. 

Once again. this finding a n  be explagieci by the distribution of power within Mal 

Ugandan society. Men may have access to mornes that women cannot have access to. 

simply because they are men. 



The interna1 consistency of the Luo version of the SRQ is satisfactory and 

comparable to the internai consistency of other aansiated venions of the SRQ (WHO. 

1994). The interviewers reporteci that they understood the SRQ easily and that 

penicipts had no pblems responding to it. In fact, none of the respondents terminated 

the in te~ew,  or biiled to complete the SRQ. 

The SRQ was also found to correlate with the GHQ, aiûeit at a lower magnitude 

than that reporteci in pnvious studies (el. 1-.72. Mari & WiIliams, 1985). This 

conehtion may have been attenuated by the low reliability of the GHQ in this study. In 

previous studies, the GHQ has attained much higher raru of mtemal consistency of (e.g. 

.83 to .90 Gureje, 1991). The low level of intemal consistency in this study rnay in tum be 

due to an unsatisfactory translation of the GHQ or to the Cpoint response sale which 

may have been too cornplex for responâents to understand or for interviewers to 

admuùster (as reported by the interviewers). Moreover, the GHQ was not corrected for 

invaüd responses as was the SRQ. 

Despite satisfactory reliability, 26% of the SRQ yes answers were judged by two 

raters to be invalid. Invalid answers, however, rnay be idenWied if intenriewers review aU 

'yes' answeis with the =pondent. Furthemore, 'yes' mswers resulting h m  differences in 

conceptual meaning may be avoided by ca~fully rephrasing pmblematic questions 

identified through a pre-test. 

Fifieen percent of respondents scored above the cutoff score on the uncomteci 

version of the SRQ. Furthennon, the cutoff score used in this study was a particularly 

conservative one. Nonetheless, the prcentage of respondents scoring above the cutoff in 



this study was simüar or slightly below the pexentage found in previous studies (e.g. 

Tafari et al., 1987). However. only 1096 scorecf above the cutoff on the corrected version 

of the SRQ. It is. therefore, probable that previous studies using an uncorrected version of 

the SRQ may in fact have been nporting an ïnflated number of cases due to a high number 

of faise positives. 

As discussed in the mtroduction, it was expected that women and participants who 

were not marrieci wodd nprt higtier levels of psychological distress. Statistical analyses 

did in fact reveal that womai had higher scores on the SRQ than did men. This finding 

may be explained by the distribution of power in nual Uganda. Aithough Life conditions 

are very hanh for both men and women. men aie p t e d  much more respect and power 

than are women. Women perfonn most of the agriculnual work on which families depend 

to survive. they are tau@ to obey their husbands. suffer high rates of physical abuse, are 

responsible for the children and the si& and are ofkn isolateci from their family when 

widowed or d i v o d  

Secondly. as expected, respondents who were not married scored higher on the 

SRQ than did those who were matTied. In niral Uganda. k a u s e  mmiage provides both 

men and women with the opportunity of having children. it confers manhood ont0 men 

and womanhood ont0 women. Momver, in a labw intensive agriculturai society such as 

that in Apac. having a spouse is essential for srnival 

Con- to expectations, socioeonomic status was not related to participants' 

psychological distress scores. As discussed in the inaoduction, aldiough relations between 

wealth and psychological disorders have been weii documenteci in the West. fbdings 



remain inconsistent for developing countrks. It is possible that the methods used to assess 

wealth in this study were hadequate. Another explanation for the absence of a ~elation 

between socioeconomic status and SRQ score is that the ciifferences in wealth between the 

rural people of this a m  of Uganda are JO s d  that they uimiot pedict clifferences in 

psychosocial sympoms of distress. Lastiy, f is also possible that socioeconomic s m s  is 

simply not relateci to symptorns of distress in this culture. 

Men had higher scores of aicohol abuse as meanired by the CAGE than did 

women. This finding is consistent with that of previous studies which have reported 

important gender Merences in the types of stress-relateci disorciers experienced, with 

alcohol abuseldependence being moie prevalent among men than women Women's lower 

scores on the CAGE. however, may be modetated by the stigma associated with drinking 

for Ugandan women. Wealthier respondents aiso reportexi higher scores on alcohol abuse 

than did poorer respondents. This diffemce is pbably due to the fact that poorer people 

cannot afXord to buy aicohol. 

As expected, higher suessor scores signiûcantly predicted higher distress scores. 

However, within celi correIations revealed that saessors prcdicted distress scores for 

mamied respondents only. Although attempts were made to identify important acute and 

chtonic saessors relevant to the lives of most rural northem Ugandans, the stressors 

measured in thk study seem to have been those that are relevant to marrieci people only. 

There is, therefore. a need in futun nsearch to idenw the social. economic. and persona1 

stresson that the unmarriecl face. Examples of such stressors coud be loneliness. lack of 



status. pverty. los  of previous rights (especially for widowed or divorceci wornen). etc. 

Secondiy, higher resowce scores sisnificantly predicted lower distress scons but 

only for marrieci men. As with stressor measms, resource measures seemed to have been 

assessing murces important to married but not unmarriecl lespondents. Moreover, the 

mecrnue used seemed to have only been adequately assessing the availabiüty of 

instrumental su* in the future, it wouid, thenfore, be important to measure not only 

the physical avaihbility of diffetent sources of support but also how ofkm people actuaily 

use these sources. Furthemore, there is a need to develop measUres that adequately assess 

other types of support redevant to all demographic groups. including community (e.g. what 

resources the community posesses to deal with a crisis) and individual coping skius. 

The fïndings reponed in this study are the rwult of a fim attemp at rneasuring and 

exploring the relations among stressors, murces, and psychosocial distress in a niral area 

of Uganda. The fmdings reveal that the Lu0 version of the SRQ-20 has satûfactory 

intemal reliability and can be used as an adequate measure of distress for populations 

living in niral northem Ugan&. This study also partially confirmed an expected relation 

among stresson. resources. âemographic variables and distnss within a new cultural 

setting, thus adding to the mess literatura 

This study has yielded important Pifimation on the method of applying the SRQ 

in new cdturai settings. F i  it is crucial that the SRQ be prptested. It is recomrnended 

that during this pre-test. a.U 'yesf answers on the SRQ be reviewed with the respondent. 



The interviewers must undestand the ratide behind each SRQ item and be trained to 

probe. By Qing so. the resemcher is ensund that enough information will be recorded so 

as to &termine whether the yes answer is valid or not. The explanations or examples 

given by the nspondent should ideally be recordeci by audiotape. but ifthû option is not 

faible. then they should be rexoided by hand. The rezorded examples should then be 

translatai and back-translated Lastiy. the recorded infbrmation couid be used so as to 

aain inte~ewers to ncognite valid and invalid answers. Mer sufficient m g .  

interviewers would only have to note the examples that they an unsure of. In this manner, 

the SRQ can be used as a quick and reliable measure of psychological distress. 

This study has also illustrated the need to include a wide range of relevant 

stressors. Any f i i w  research should, for example, include a measure of socio-political 

stressors, such as the political environment. crime rate, unrest and violence. and 

harassrnent by conflicting political groups. spikgenberg & Pieterse (1995). for example, 

reporteci a positive correlation between psychological distress as measured by the GHQ-20 

and Me events of a socio-politicai naaire in a South M c a n  township (r--44, pc.01). The 

authon concludeci that the adverse sociopolitical conditions m South AfXca and the stress 

that resulted fiom them may have had a stmnger negative effect on the mental health of a 

group of black women than did stressfhi events of a personal main. Socio-political 

stressors may have been exmmely relevant to the people of Apac district. The interviews 

were conducteci two weeks before the general elections and many people were womed 

about possible violence or insurrection. Furthemore, at the time of the research, an armed 

religious p u p  (the Lond's Resistance Amy) ambushed a local bus lrilling 60 people. As a 



result, al1 transportation h m  Apac to the capital took phce within an anned convoy. The 

same armed group had also been 1-g homes. setting fm to villages, killing innocent 

bystanders. and kidnapping yomg men and women just noxth of Apac. Two weeks kfore 

the end of the study, there were mmours that the armed group was approaching Apac 

(which was subsequentiy mealecl to be me). 

Furthemore, as indicated in Warheit's (1986) model, distress is the fiinction of the 

number, duration and intensity of the stressors. In f i tue  research. once the basic 

requhement of masuring whether the nspondent was exposeci to the stressor or not has 

been met., sub-types of exposure could be generated. 'Ihus, measuies of the d u o n  and 

the intensity of the stressor could be included for the panicipants Who have been exposed 

to the stressor. 

Lastly. it is recommended that in the fiture, qualitative ~search methods be used 

to design stressor and resource measures. The mearcher couid create focus groups. in 

which people of similar or different demographic group (e.g.. only women, or mamieci 

and uRmamed men) can be brought together to discuss the saesson that they face. 

Multiple sourees of information should also be accessed when creating a stressor or 

resource measures including membm of the community, health workers, non- 

govemznental organizations (NGOs), local universities, etc. By taking measwes such as 

these. symptoms of distress could be benet predicted 

This nsearch p j e c t  was undertaken wiîh the god of pioviding B A R  with a 

valid and reliable instrument to masure psychologicai distress. 'Lhe instrument is to be 



used within the context of BAR'S HIV/AIDS counselüng programme whkh aims to 

addtess the psychosocial disûess and khavioral change diM people with AIDS and their 

families face. An appropriate h t e ~ e ~ t i o n  could help these indivimials and their families to 

strengthen their capcity to aiter high risk sexual behaviour. Without appropriate 

intervention. the psych010grai distress rdated to impoverished environrnents and AIDS 

can impair cophg, decision making, and pmblem sol* capabilities and consequentiy 

limit people's ability to make signiticant changes to risk taLing behaviour related to 

mv1ms. 

The nsults of this study would seem to indicate that the Luo version of the SRQ- 

20 has sufficient reliability and vaiidity to be used to assess the distress of populations 

Living in conditions of exûeme poverty and hardship with the cultural characteristics of 

northem Ugandans. Within their AIDS cowselling programme, B A R  can utilize the SRQ 

as a rapid means of appraising the sUe and composition of the popuiation affected by 

distress. to help them plan an appropriate and effective mental health intervention. and to 

coilect pre and pst  intervention baseiine data to evaluate the effects of intervention. 

With appropriate pre-testing, the SRQ could be used in the fiinire in diffetent 

African countries as a screening instmment in order to detect distress in the following 

populatiom: 

a) workers and volunteers in high-stress belping professions. 

b) primary health care patients, so as to ensun that people with mentai health problems 

are identified and directed towards appropriate care, 

C) refugees living in a camp, so as to enswe that those in need of mental health 



interventions are identifie& 

d) genemi population after na- or man-made disasters 

In conchsion, this iwearch pf~ject has studied the relations among sae~sars. 

resources. and distress m a new cuitUral setting, thus contributing to psychologicaî saess 

research. By demonstrating the adequacy of an instrument that can be used to assess 

psycholo$ical distnss in nonhem m a i  Upnda. the snidy has also helped to bridge the 

gap between theory and practice and contriiuted to the battle against H[V/AIDS in 

Uganda. 
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Do you often have headaches? 

1s your appetite p r ?  

Do you sleep badly? 

An you easüy ftightened? 

Do your han& shake? 

Do you feel nervous, teme or wonied? 

1s your digestion poor? 

Do you have trouble thinking clearly? 

Do you feei unhapw? 

Do you cry more than usual? 

Do you find it difficult to enjoy your daily activities? 

Do you find it difticuit to make decisions? 

1s your Qily work suffering? 

Are you unable to play a usefui part in Me? 

Have you lost interest in things? 

Do you feel that you an a wonNess person? 

Has tk thought of ending your life been in your mind? 

Do you feel tind all of the time? 

Do you have uncornfortable feelings in your stomach? 

Are you easüy tind? 



Lu0 v v  

1. Iwinyo icel icel abar wic? 

2. Koni cem p ye do@? 

3. Koni p inïno aber? 

4. Koni ibedo aiwor aiwora onyo komi to inong oyoto yot? 

5. Koni cingi myel? 

6. Koni iwinyo onyo ibado il woro, myel kom onyo para? 

7. Koni cem pe loloka onyo woto ji aber? 

8. Koni itye ipeko. itam aber? 

9. Koni iwinyo wang yic? 

10. Koni ikok adok okato kare? 

11. Koni inwongo tek me m m  tici me mino ducu? 

12. Koni inwongo tek me miyo tamom? 

13. Koni tici me nino ducu tye anwongo peko onyo obale? 

14. Koni yin pe iromo timo ginoro akonyo kwo? 

15. Koni cunyi owuh jami O? 

16. Koni, cunyi winyo ni yin idano akonyere p? 

17. ûnyo tam me giko kwo N obbeâo iwii? 

18. Koni, iwinyo i ool icawa ducu? 

19. Koni. itye iwinyo yii pe teri aber? 

20. Koni, i 001 oyot oyot? 



Appmdix B 

laGmzl2 

Have you recently: not at ai i  / Jame as wual/ rather m o ~  than usuai / much more dian 

usual 

1. Been unable to concentrate on whatever you are &hg? 

2. Lost much sleep over worry? 

3. Felt that you are playing a usenil part in biings? 

4. Felt capable of malting decisiais about rhings? 

5. FeIt constantly under strain? 

6. Felt that you could not overcome your difficulties? 

7. Been able to enjoy your normal &y-to-&y activities? 

8. Ben able to face up to your problems? 

9. Been fwling unhappy and depressed? 

10. Been losing confidence in youfself? 

II .  Been thinking of yourselfas a woahless peson? 

12. Been feeling reasonably happy, ai i  things considered? 



Pe kadi acel (O) / Rom ikare iung (O)/ Kato me kare lung (ly Kato me kare lung atek 

ateka (1) 

1. Pe ibeQ keto cunyi ikom gmomi ame itiyo? 

2. Pe ibeQ nino pi para? 

3. Cunyi owhyo ni itye itimo gimom akonyo? 

4. Cunyi owinyo ni iromo miyo tam ikom ginoro? 

5. Cunyi owinyo ni icawa ducu itye iaolo? 

6. Cunyi owinyo ni p i r a 0  cobo guiOro arek obini? 

7. min 1- man, tici me nino inino? 

8. Ibin ibeQ nwongo ni h m 0  ganyo peki ni? 

9. bin ihio iyic ape yom onyo iwang cuny? 

10. bin ibedo mnyo gen ikomi keni? 

1 1. Ibin ibedo tamo ni an adano akonyere pe? 

12. Ibin ibedo winyo yom cuny ikom jami ducu arne ineno ite tam atut iye? 



First. 1 would iike to ask you some questions about your household 

1. How many people belong to this househoId? 

m...... 9 

2.1 wouid also Wre to ask you about the age and sex of all memkrs of this household and 

how you are relatai to them. F im starting with you .... 
Relationship to ns pondent 01 Rspdnt 05 son 09 niend 

02 spouse 06 âaughter 10 othec 

03 mother 07 sibüng 99 NR 

04 father ûû dative 

Relationship to R 1 Male A B  

2 Fernale 



Person 9 

3. Who is the head of your household? 

1 Rspdnt 9 NR 

2 Spouse 

4. How long have you Iived in this village? 

(code number of yean. If less than 12 montb. code as 00) 

NR....99 

5. What is your current maritai status (official and clan)? 

marrieci. ........... 1 (if woman go to Q6; if man go to QI) 

divorced ......... -2 (go to Q8) 

seperated. ........ J (go to Q8) 

widowed .. ... .. ...A (go to Q8) 

single ............. 5 (go to Q8) 

NR ........ 9 (go to Q8) 

6. How many official and clan wives does your husband have? 

NA ..... 7 

DK .... 8 

m..... 9 

7. How many onicial and clan wives do you have? 



8. How rnany children do you have? 

m.... 99 

9. What is the highest level of education that the head of the household (or yai) have 

completed? 

DK 88 . .................. 
NR .................. -99 
If the respondent is not the head of the househoid ask Q10. If the respodent is the 

head of the hoosehold, skip to Qll. 

10. What is the highest level of education that you have completed? 

NR.. .............. .99 

1 1. What is the occupation of the head of your household? or What is your occupation? (if 

respondent is the head of household) 

DK ... 8 

NR ... 9 

(PROBE: If cespoadent answers 'f-t' ask SR onap anycattle or COWS, goats, 

sheep or cbidcen; what is the purpose O€ the cmp, to be d d  or for houseMd fa. 

What kind of gwernment worker?) 



1s the head of y m  household.. or An you ....(if respondent is the head of the household) 

12. Hiring labour? 

yes... 1 D L 8  

no .... 2 m.9 

13. Woikmg for other people on their land? 

yes...l DL.8 

n0.,..2 M... 9 

14. Do you have a radio in your home? 

yes.... 1 

no .,... 2 NR .... 9 

15. Are you 3 km h m :  

yes ..... 1 DK...8 

drinking water? 

your fields? 

a secondary school? 

a market? 

a grinding min? 

the place where you colîect f iwood? 



16. In the past year, has your financial mitus improvd, stayed the same, or or goaen 

worse? 

.......... irnpmved. .l DK.8 

stayed the same.....2 NR-9 

gotten worse....... J 

17. Are yai able to pay school fees for your children? 

... yes 1 

no .... 2 

.... not for ai l  the children 3 

m...... 9 

... In the past year, have you 

.... yes 1 

no ..... 2 NR .... 9 

18. Lost a staple crop to disease or insects? 

19. Lost a staple crop to bad weather? 

20. Lost a valuable animal to theft or disease? 

21. Been involved in a conflict over land? 



22. Been involved in a land-elaim dispite? 

23. Have you lost yourrights to use land? 

-- - . - 

If the respondent is mrded alr Q24-26 if not married ship to Q27. 

24. In the past year have you been seperated h m  your spouse because he/she is wo-g 

elsewhere? 

yes...l NA ... 7 

no .... 2 NR...9 

25. In the pst year, have you had any problems in your mmiage? 

yes...l NA ... 7 

n0....2 N L . 9  

If rpspondent is a women, ask Q26. If respondent is a man skip to Q28. 

26. In the past year, has your husband marrieci a new wife? 

YS... 1 NA ... 7 

no .... 2 NR.. .9 

27. Are you unhappy that your husband took a new wife? 

yes ... 1 NA...7 

no...2 NR... 9 

For tespondent with children, ask Qls. Ifdœsn't have chüdren, skip to Q29. 



28 . In the past yea r. have you had major problems disciplinhg your children? 

yes ... l NA ... 7 

no .... 2 NR ... 9 
29 . In the past year, have you had a major connict with your neighboors? 

yes ... 1 

no .... 2 NL.9 

30 . In the past year, have you had a major confïict with any close relatives? 

yes ... 1 

no .... 2 NL.9 

3 1 . Do you bave someone in pgaicuiar that you can confi& in when you have a problem? 

yes .... 1 (go to 433) 

no ..... 2 (go to 435) 

NR ..... 9 (go to Q35) 

32 . Does this person îive close-by? 

yes .... 1 NA .... 7 

no ..... 2 NR .... 9 
33 . Are you satisfied when you go to him/her? 

yes .... 1 NA .... 7 

no ..... 2 N L . 9  

34.1s there someone in particular h m  whom you can bomw money when you need it? 

yes .... 1 (go to Q36) 

no ..... 2 &O to 438) NR. .... 9 (go to Q38) 



35 . Does this person live close-by? 

yes .... 1 NA .... 7 

no ..... 2 NR .... 9 

36 . Are you satisfied with the help diat you meive h m  this pezson? 

yes .... 1 NA .... 7 

no ..... 2 NR .... 9 
37 . Do you have someone in particular who can help you when you have too much worlr 

to do alone (for e.g. in the field cooking . takùig can of the children)? 

yes .... 1 (go to 439) 

no ..... 2 (go to Q41) 

NR ..... 9 (go to Q41) 

38 . Does this person live close-by? 

yes .... 1 NA .... 7 

no ..... 2 NR .... 9 

39 . Are you satisfied with the help that you receive h m  th is  person? 

.... yes 1 NA .... 7 
no ..... 2 NR .. ..9 

40 . Have you ever hed  in a war zone? 

yes .... 1 NR. ... 9 

no ..... 2 

41 . Have you ever fought in a wu? 

yes .... l no ..... 2 NR .... 9 



42. Have you lossed any close fEend(s) or relative(s) because of the wat? 

yes....i (go to Q44) 

no .....2(gotoQ45) NR .... .9@0t0445) 

43. How were you related to that person/those people? 

spou se.... 01 daughter. ... O5 other. ...O9 

mother. ...O2 sibling ..... 00 NAmm..77 

father. ... O3 relative ....û7 NR.',,.99 

son .... ...O4 friend. .... .Os 

1 Male Relationship to R 

2 Female 

Person 1 

Person 2 

Person 3 

44. Have you been permanently displaceci because of the war? 

yes....l m.... 9 

no ..... 2 

45. As far as you know, are you suffering Born any major iuness other than A D S ?  

yes...l NR..9 

no....2 



46. Do you have a close relative or fiend pwently suffering fiom a major ihess other 

than AIDS? 

yes....l (go to QSO) 

no ..... 2 ('go to QS1) NR .... -9 Up to Q51) 

47. How are you related to that person(s)? 

spou se.... 01 daughter. ... O5 other. ...O9 

mother. ...O2 sibling .... .O0 NA. ...77 

father. ... O3 relative .... 07 NR .... 99 
son ....... 04 Mend ,..... OS 

1 Male 

2 Fernaie 

Person 1 

Person 2 

Person 3 

48. Are you pcesently taking care of someone who has a major mess? 

yes ... 1 
no .... 2 NL.9 

49. Have you ever lost a close friend(s) or relative(s) to a major illness other than AIDS? 

yes .... 1 (go to Q53) 

no .....2 (go to 454) 

m... .9 (go to QS4) 



50. How were you related to that penon(s)? 

spouse .... 01 daughter. ..M other. ...W 

mother. ...O2 sibling .....O6 NA....77 

father..,,O3 relative .... ûï NR .... 99 

son ....... 04 ftiend .... ..O8 

1 Male 

2 Fernale 

Person 1 

Person 2 

Person 3 

5 1. Have you ever lost a close niend(s) or relative(s) to AIDS? 

yes .... 1 (go to QSS) 

no ..... 2 (go to 456) 

NR.....9 (go to 456) 



52. How were you related to that penon(s)? 

spouse .... 01 daughter. ... 05 other. ...O9 

mother....û2 sibling. ....O0 NA ... 77 

father . . .O3 reîative . ...Cl7 NR.. . -99 

son, ..... -04 =end ..... -08 

1 Male Reiationship to R 

2 Female 

Person 1 

Person 2 

Person 3 

53. Do you personally feel at risk for catching HIV/AIDS? 

yes,..l DK...8 

n0....2 NR ... 9 

54. Have you ever been tested for HIVIAIDS? 

yes...l 

no .... 2 NR,..9 

55. Do you fear that ar the moment you may have HIV/AIDS? 

yes .... 1 DK....8 

no ..... 2 NR .... 9 

56. In the past year, have then ben any oher events that we have not talked about that 

have caused you to feu stresseci? if yes; what wadwere those events? 



1. JO adi obeQ jo me paco ai? 

2. Yon no obeQ wat ango ùoti? 

Relatiomhip to =pondent: O1 Rspdnt O5 son 
02 spouse 06 daughter 
03 mother 07 sibling 
04 father OS relative 
09 fiend 
99 NR 

1 Male Age Relationship to R 
2 Female 

Respondent 

Person 2 

Person 3 

Person 4 

Person 5 

Person 6 

Person 7 

Person 8 

Person 9 



3 . Nga adwong a10 paco ni nie? 

4 . Ibedo iwangtic kan dong pi mwaki a?? 

(in number of years; if las than 12 months . 
code as 00) 

5 . Inyomere wunu iya pe? 

married. ........ 1 (if w o m  go IO Q6: if man. go to 47) 

divo rc ed........ 2 Q 8 )  (go to 

seperated ..... 3 Q 8 )  (go to 

widowed ....... A Q 8 )  (go to 

single ..... ..... S Q 8 )  (go to 

NR .............. 9 Q 8 )  (go to 

6 . Mon adi acwari tye kede? 

NA ........... 7 

NR ........... 9 

7 . Mon anyoma adi ayin itye kede? 



8. Itye wunu otino adi? 

NR.. ........ -99 

9. Yinladwmg paco ni O@ ikilaci adi? 

(IF RESPONDENT 1s THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD, SKIP QI0 AND GO 
TO Qll. IF RE!WONDENT IS NOT THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD, ASK 
QW 

10. Y in h a n o  igk ikilaci adi? 

.......... NR ..99 

NA .......... ..77 

I l .  IbeQ atic ango?/ Adwong paco ni ticare ngo? 

(PROBE: if former, what kind of crops do they gmw, do they own any cattlc, goats, 
or chicken, for what purpose do they grow the uop; if govemment worker, what 
kind of govemment worker) 

12. Ngat a10 paco ni/ yin itye ipango jo me tic piri? 

yes ....... 1 

no.. ..... -2 



13. Itye itio bot ngatoro? 

yes ....... 1 

no.. ...... 2 
DK ....... 8 NR... .... 9 

14. Itye iiadio Mi? 

yes ....... 1 

no... ..... 2 
NR ........ 8 

15. Itye iyi akina kina bot ping m e  mm0 wot me km 3 ya: 

yes ....... 1 DK ...... 8 

no.. ..... .2 NR.. .... .9 
Ipii arnata? 

Ikan abac cung iye? 

Icinia? 

Itung ajoka onyo ate jo? 

Idu ka? 

Ikidi rego? 

Iklinic? 

Idakatal adwong? 

Ika mwodo yen? 



16 . Irnwaka okato ni, lim icingi ornede. odok cen; iya nyo obedo We? 

... ...... impmve ci. .. ..i 

stayed the same .. .....2 
.......... gotten worse 3 

DK ................... 8 

NR ..............m.e... 9 

17 . Imwongo ni iromo culu piji me kwan otnio ni? 

yes ..... l 
no ...... 2 

not for ai.i the children ..... 2 

NR ...... 9 

18 . Irnwaka okato . two onyo kudi oba cemi ipoto? 

yes ..... 1 

...... no 2 

NR ...... 9 
19 . Inwaka okato ni. kot onyo ceng obin obaio cemi ipoto? 

..... yes 1 

no ...... 2 

NR ...... 9 

20 . Iwaka okato ni ibin imenyo lee ni mon, apire tek iyore me kwo onyo two oneko? 

yes ..... 1 

no ...... 2 



2 1 . Iwaka okato ni ibin ilaro wunu lobo? 

yes ..... l 

22 . Inwaka okato ni obin omao lob oko i'boti? 

23 . lbin irwenyo twero me tic kede l ob  ni? 

yes ..... 1 

(IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED. ASK Q24-26 . IF RESPONDENT IS NOT 
MAREUED. SKIP TO 427) 

24 . Imwaka okato ni ibim ipokere kede c d  cegi pi tic ame en tio kan okene . pi kare 
moro kong? 

yes ...... 1 



25 . Onyo tye pko mon, ame inwmgo i b t  ce@ cwari? 

yes ...... 1 

(IF RESPONDENT IS A WOMAN. ASK Q 26. IF REWONDENT IS A MAN SKIP 
TO Q27) 

26 . Imwaka okato ni cwari dok obin onwongo dako okene? 

yes ...... 1 

27 . Itye iton cwiny pien cwari dok tye idako anyen? 

yes ....... l 

(IF RESPONDENT BAS CHLIlIREN. ASK Q28 . IF DOESN'T HAVE 
CHILDREN. SKlP TO 429) 

28 . Imwaka okato ni ibin inwongo peko me loyo otiw ni? 

yes ........ 1 



29 . Ibin itubere kede awoti ingeti? 

yes ........ l 

30 . Ibin itubere kede wati moro ot acel? 

........ yes l 

3 1 . Itye ingatoro m m 0  diyo cunyi ka itye ipara? 

........ yes 1 no ......... 2 
NR ........ -9 

(IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED YES TO Q32, ASK 433.34 . IF ANSWERED NO 
OR NR, SICIP TO Q35) 

32 . En dano ni bedo acocok? 

yes ........ 1 

33.1 yen0 itam ame en mi ka itwoto bote? 

yes ........ 1 



34 . Itye ingatoro ame & n o  deno cente bote ka imito? 

yes ........ l 

(IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED YES TO 434, ASK Q35.36 IF ANSWERED NO 
OR SIUP TO Q37) 

35 . En dano ni bedo acocok? 

......... yes 1 

36 . Inwongo kony Oromo kit m e  imito? 

......... yes 1 

37 . Itye ingatoro ame rom0 konyi ka itye itic adwong amyem itim piri keni bala tedo kede 
en okene? 

yes ......... 1 

(IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED YES TO 437. ASK Q38.39 IF ANSWERED NO 
OR NR, S m  TO Q40) 



38 . En dano ni bedo acocok? 

yes .......... 1 

........... no 2 

NA .......... -7 

NR .......... -9 

39 . Inwongo kony Oromo ibote? 

........... yes 1 

no ............ 2 

NA ............ 7 

m. ........... 9 

40 . Anaka kong ibedo kan alweny tye iye? 

yes ........... 1 

............ no 2 

NA ............ 7 

NR ............ 9 

41 . Anaka kong ilwenyo lweny me oduku? 

........... yes 1 

no ............ 2 

............ NR 9 

42 . Obin oneko awoti 1 wati mom ame imam atek ilweny me oclulai? 

........... yes 1 

............ no 2 NR ............ 9 



(IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED YES TO 442, ASK Q43. IF ANSWERED NO 
ORNR, SKIPTOQ44) 

43. En ato/atoo naca onwongo obedo wat ango b t i ?  

mother. ... 02 sibling .... fi NA, ...... 77 

father. ...O3 relative ....O7 NR. ...... 99 

son ....... 04 fiiend .....O8 

1 Male 
2 Fernale 

Person 1 

Person 2 

Person 3 

Person 4 

Person 5 

44. Ibin idak onyo idago dong atwai, ya ikan okene? 

yes. ....... 1 

no.. ....... 2 

NR.. . . . .. . -9 

45. Kit ayin ingeo kede piri keni onyo itye itwo two mon, alit atek apat kede two jonyo? 

yes ......... 1 
no .......... 2 

NR .......... 9 



46. Itye iwati I awoti moro ame imarr> me tye itwo alit aiek? 

yes ......... l 
.......... ......... noI 2 NR 3 

47. En dand jonaca obedo nga ai? 

spou se.... 01 daughter. ... 05 other. ...O 
rnother. ...O2 sibling .... M NA ... .77 
father.. ..O3 relative ....O7 NR .... 99 
son ...... .O4 fiend. ..... (B 

1 Male Relationship to R 
2 Female 

Person 1 

48. Amani itye itwoyo onyo igwoko dano moro ame tye itwo dit atek apat kede two 
jonyo? 

........ yes., 1 

no. .......... 2 

NR.. ........ .9 

49. ûnyo awoti 1 wati mon, apire tek obin otm itwo dit apat itwo jonyo? 

yes ...,....... 1 

no.. .......... 2 

(IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS YES TO 44%. ASK 449. IF ANSWEED NO OR NR. 
Sm TO 50) 



50. En dano I jo naca abedo nga ni? 

spouse .... 01 daughter. ... O5 other. ...O9 
mo ther,. .ûî sibling ... .CS NA. ...... 77 
father.. . -03 relative ...W NR.. ..... 99 
son ....... 04 fiiend ....ûû 

1 Male Relationship to R 
2 Fernale 

5 1. Onyo ibin irwenyo dani mon, pi peko me IWO jonyo? 

yes ...... 1 

52. En ato/ atm naca onwongo obedo ango boti? 

.... .... spwse 01 daughter 05 other.. ..O9 
. ... mother.. .û2 sibling ..û6 NA. .... ..77 

.... father 03 relative.. ..O7 NR.. .... -99 
son.. .... -04 fiiend .....OS 

1 Male Relationship to R 
2 Fernale 



53. Itamo ni iromo nwongo two jongo ica mon> keken? 

yes.....l 

no ...... 2 
DK.....S NR ...... 9 

54. Onyo ibin i w r e  pi two jonyo? 

yes.....l 

no ...... 2 
NR ...... 9 

55. Onyo itye ilwon, ni amani dong itye ikudi me two jonyo? 

yes ..... l 
no ...... 2 
DL...$ 

m...... 9 

56. Onyo tye ghom imwaka okene doki ame omii para atek imwaka okato iye? 

Nene ka p kede angwalom onyo dul kome ducu tio I tye aber. 

-----*--Ct------U--------UUU------o----o-- 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Group Description ---- p- 

Group l 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 4 

Gmp 5 

Made up of households in which the parents have the highest 
level of educaîion. The fatha is mainly a civil servant or a 
teacher, but there are also pmfessioaals, traders, and export 
crop gmwers. In cornparison with other groups these famiües 
usuaily hm labour and own a radio. 

Parents have a rehtively hi& level of education. The 
most m u e n t  occupations are those deaüng with the pubüc 
and private sectors, but dependent workers of the private 
sector are also included. Thete are also cade rearers, and 
mixed crop growers with a professional position of hiring 
labour. niese households usually hire labour and most or all 
own a radio. 

Characterimi by families in which the father is a 
cattïe-rearcr or exprt crop grower in relatively favourable 
soeio-ecommic conditions. Parents have completed primary 
school or attended it for some years. There is a high 
prevalence of radio owners although less than in the previous 
two groups. The M y  members do not hire labour but they 
do not work on other people's land either. 

Agricultural occupations become prevalent. especially catcle 
rearem. Although the economic conditions are still favourable 
the educational level is low. There are fewer radio owners. 

Consists of the most disadvantaged conditions of the 
professionai occupations, export crop gmwers, and canle 
keepers. The parents have prhary education and the 
ownership of radios is low. This group, dong with group 3 
and 4. fonn a sort of wide middle class between cornfort and 
poverty. These groups are characterùed by a mixture of 
conditions such as families with a good economic status and 
low educational level versus families with poorer economic 
conditions but with a nlatively high level of education. 



Group 6 Contains those with disadvantaged conditions. There are a 
few caae rearers and export crop pwets and m y  
subsistence fismers with smaN livestock. These families have 
a low educational levei, and very few own a radio. 

Group 7 The most disadvantaged group. mainiy composed of 
subsisteace farmers m e n t l y  wofking on 0 t h  people's 
land with no education, Airnost nobody has a radio. 



- ask to speak to the head of the household 

- explah that tbey an doing a survey for CPAR, explain who B A R  is, explain that the 
results will be used to try to get extra fiuidùig for HIV/AIDS counselling programme, and 
comrnunity health pr~>grammes. 

- briefly describe the contents of the questionnaire 

- ask whether person would agne to be interviewed 

- explain that al1 answers will be kep codidential and anonymous; that they can stop at 
any moment, that they &nt have to answer any questions that make them feel 
uncornfortable; explain that they need to be in private area to answer questionnaires 

- thank the respondent for their participation 

DOW0 IPACO ADANO: 

- Go kodi 

- TUC nyingi. kabedo ni, tici. 

- Tit ngo oteri (BAR - ngec - yot kom, kony, jo-Apac) 
Peny ka en a10 paco no onyo dako me oot no. 
Kwae ka ye me i penye. 
Ka oye. dok ikwae me ibed wun aryo keken. 

- Cak dong penye. 

- Ka ityeko. pwoe, yeye dang me penyi. 



Appendut F. 

la&uiE 

1. Have you ever felt you ought ?O cut dom on your drinking? yes/no 

2. Have people annoyed you by Cnticizing your drinking? 

3. Have you ever felt bad or guiky about ycir drinlring? ydno 

4. Have you ever had a drink first thing in the rnornhg to 
steady your nerves or to get rid of a baogover (eye-opener)? yedno 

1. Kong ibin itamo ni kong idwok mato knogo ni cen? 

2. Nyo kong jo obin owango yü kun oloko ücomi arac pi mai? 

3. Nyo ibin inwongo lewic ikom mat0 kongo ni? 

4. Nyo ibm icako mat odüro pi kat0 kongo ikomi onyo me yabo wii? 




